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**OUR GUARANTEE**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Embroidery & Needlepoint 
- Fabric & Textile Arts
- Fashion & Costume
- Flowercrafts
- Glass Arts
- Holiday & Gift Crafting
- Jewelry Making
- Knitting
- Metal Crafts
- Mosaics
- Needlework Projects & Reference
- Other Arts & Crafts
- Polymer Clay
- Puppets, Dolls & Dollhouses
- Quilting
- Sewing
- Wood Crafts & Carving

Activities for Kids
Applique
Beadwork
Calligraphy
Ceramics & Pottery
Children’s Titles
Craft Project Collections
Crafting Techniques & References
Crochet
Cross Stitch
Decorative Painting

Current titles are marked with a ★


679278 FOLLOW-THE-LINE QUILTING DESIGNS: Full-Size Patterns for Blocks and Borders. By Mary Covey. This resource is packed with a variety of continuous-line designs that simplify quilting. Just trace, transfer, and sew for gorgeous designs. Features full-size fold-out designs, in 20 coordinating sets. A 16-page instruction book is also included. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $3.95

657797 STAR QUILTS: 35 Blocks, 5 Projects–Easy No-Math Drafting Technique. By Mary Knap. Draft star blocks accurately at any size with this unique grid system—just connect the dots! No complex calculations are needed to get beautiful, complex-looking designs. Illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

657762 SLASH YOUR STASH: Scrap Quilts from McCall’s Quilting. Ed. by Mary V. Green. Enjoy an array of scrap quilts specially selected for their variety of styles, skill levels, techniques, and sizes. Choose from 16 attractive pieces and appliqued designs from the pages of McCall’s Quilting; gather inspiration from expert designers; and play with a variety of scraps to give your projects depth and individuality. Fully illus. color. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

26611X PILLOWS & QUILTS: Quilting Projects to Decorate Your Home. By Jo Colwill. Create gorgeous pillows and quilts for your home with these unique designs. Inspired by her popular patchwork and quilting classes at Coslips Workshops, Jo has compiled this collection her favorite projects. Includes a quilt pattern for the Advent Quilt. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $2.95

594275 LITTLE RIBBON PATCHWORK AND APPLIQUE. By Heart Space Studios. Presents 20 design samples using Kaffe Fassett’s ribbons and fabric, with projects for the home, for yourself, or to give as gifts. Each design sample includes step by step instructions, illustrations, and helpful techniques for selecting ribbons to make simple pieces. 128 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

565717 MAKE + LOVE QUILTS: Scrap Quilts for the 21st Century. By Mary Kathrinne Fons. This stunning collection of 12 scrap quilts is specifically sized to fit larger beds. Constructed for a fresh, modern aesthetic, these quilts may take you some time to finish, but they can be completed by any quilter no matter what their skill level. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Flash. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $3.95

386990 M’LLIS RAE HAWLEY’S PRECUT QUILTS: Fresh Patchwork Designs Using Fat Quarters, Charm Squares & Strip Sets. Ed. by Linda Mau. Whip up quick and appealing projects with precut fabric! Includes designs for everyone from the beginner to the more advanced quilter. High quality quilts are easy to make. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $2.95

565764 PAPER PIECING PERFECT POINTS: 13 Fabulous Quilt Patterns. By Debby Kratovil. Offers striking designs, paper pieced for precision. Choose from updated variations of Mariner’s Compass, Palm, Wheel, and Flying Geese blocks; enjoy the process and the results with large-sized blocks; and discover the varied assortment of bold looks that you can achieve with paper piecing. Fully illus. in color. 8x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95

566765 PIECING THE PAST: Vintage Quilts Recreated by Kansas Troubles. By Lynne Hagmeier. Features patterns and directions for eleven pieced quilts and several projects including pillows, pincushions, and a very special doll quilt. Hagmeier also shares the story of her business, Kansas Troubles Quilting (KTQ) along with recollections of her family’s Kansas history. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $3.95

577132 DANCING WITH THREAD: Your Guide to Free-Motion Quilting. By Ann Fahl. Offers quilting techniques that give you the freedom to create the perfect design. Fahl shows you how to add movement, personality, and texture to your quilts; how to create designs using your own doodles as patterns; and how to use troubleshooting guides to solve free-motion quilting problems. And more. Well illus. color. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

6975321 BACK-BASTING APPLIQUE STEP BY STEP: By Hand or Machine. By Barbara J. Eikmeier. Learn to easily and accurately baste shapes in place for needle turn or machine applique—by working from the wrong side of the fabric. The step by step guide teaches the basics and beyond. Novice and experienced quilters alike will enjoy adding these techniques to their toolkits. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

1841122 TIPS FOR QUILTING. By the Staff of The Old Country Store. For anyone interested in quilting, this guide is full of hints, shortcuts, and practical know-how from experienced quilters. Among the topics covered are the best battings to use; what to do for sore fingers; preparing pieces of fabric for applique; and much more. 320 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

5979463 MODERN DESIGNS FOR CLASSIC QUILTS. By K. Biscopkin & A. Johnson. Modern fabrics and inspiration combine to give traditional quilts a fresh new look. Featuring a vibrant collection of 12 easy to follow quilt patterns and 8 variation projects for endless creativity, it makes creating quilts with your personal touch simple and fun. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Krause. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/663

6679870 TRADITIONS FROM ELM CREEK QUILTS. By Jennifer Chiaverini. Bring a bit of Elm Creek into your home by creating the latest quilts inspired by the New York Times bestselling series. Includes the popular Cornucopia of Thanks sampler with blocks to symbolize what you are thankful for. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

6679195 ART QUILTS AT PLAY. By J. Davila & E. Waterston. Expand your artistic horizons and learn exciting new ways to play with surface design techniques and materials. Explore 22 different techniques and creative design effects, and get inspired by the photo gallery of work created by other artists. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95

SOLD OUT

5693445 THE LINCOLN MUSEUM QUILT: A Pattern for Lincoln’s Frontier Family. By B. Brackman & D. Rowden. Make your own Lincoln quilt with this informative guide. This quilt was created especially for the cabin exhibit at the Abraham Lincoln Museum in Springfield, Illinois. Includes complete instructions along with a little history about quilts on the frontier. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $2.95

3684014 MORE FAVORITE TRADITIONAL QUILT PATTERNS MADE EASY. By Jarnard. This collection gives quilters everywhere more of what they love: old-time favorites! Choose from seven impressive projects plus two bonus projects. Designs include A Storm at Sea, Broken Star, Geese in Flight, and more. Illus. in color. 48 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $2.95

5943555 FRESH FROM THE CLOTHESLINE: Quilts and Small Projects with Vintage Appeal. By Darlene Zimmerman. Inside you’ll find 22 top-drawer quilting and sewing projects including small and large quilt designs as well as smaller items, like place mats and tree skirts—all featuring beautiful 1930s reproduction fabrics. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. House & Garden. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

6975874 SKIP THE BORDERS: Easy Patterns for Modern Quilts. By Julie Herman. This innovative collection inspires you to create stunning quilts without borders. Choose from 15 easy-to-piece patterns when planning projects including full-size patterns, step by step instructions, and color suggestions to create beautiful patchwork quilts. 68 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

6682838 EXPLORING DIMENSIONAL QUILT ART: Stitch, Fold, Embellish. By C. June Barnes. This guide takes quilters above and beyond the surface with innovative techniques for building and creating 3-dimensional fabric structures. Discover how to incorporate these expressive effects into your own quilting or fabric arts. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. $26.95

5905358 SANTALAND: A Bright Collection of Holiday Quilts and Crafts. By Brian Grubb et al. Holiday fun abounds with these fresh projects. There’s something for everyone, with simple to challenging projects for kids, you’ll find applique quilt featuring Santa in his sleigh, a gingerbread table runner to brighten your holiday table and there’s an easy, elegant, sparkling ornament wreath. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Interweave. $26.95

6679455 CRAZY-QUILTED MEMORIES: Beautiful Embroidery Brings Your Family Portraits to Life. By Brian Haagard. Ten projects to tell the stories of your life in unique, creative ways. Learn 24 basic and combination embroidery stitches to create never-before-seen motifs. Mix and match full-size, traceable embroidery designs. Embellish your quilt with custom pillows with photos, beads, buttons, and personal mementos. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

6605374 STACK, SHUFFLE, AND SLIDE: A New Technique for Stack the Deck Quilts. By Karla Alexander. The author takes a new spin to her popular stack cut and shuffle idea with amazing results. Select from 15 creative designs that give everyone from beginners to seasoned quilters something fresh and new. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6704425 SIMPLE STYLE: Easy Weekend Quilts. By Sara Diepersloot. Show off your fabrics in big piece quilts! Easy enough for beginners, intriguing enough for seasoned quilters, these designs will put your fabrics on center stage. Over 15 great patterns. Most are made from squares, strips, or rectangles, and a few feature large triangles just for fun. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

SOLD OUT

6694768 HOW TO MAKE A QUILT. By Barbara Weiland Telbert. An expert shows you how to create accurately stitched patchwork blocks that can be joined to make a quilt top. In addition to mastering basic block cutting and assembly, you’ll learn how to layer your finished top with batting and backing, machine-quilt them together, and finish your project. Illus. 122 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

6687429 FROM THE BEDROOM TO THE BARN: A Nine-Block Sampler Happening Barn Quilts. By Kansas City Star Quilts. “Com and Beans,” “Hovering Hawks,” “Railroad Crossing” and “Variable Star,” are just a few of the patterns included, with easy-to-follow instructions to create your own quilt. This quilt is featured is a history of some of America’s barn quilt art and barn quilt trails that span across America’s beautiful countryside. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

6734280 AMISH QUILTS: 30 Traditional Patterns and More Than 200 Inspiring Photographs of Amish Quilts. By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Amish Quilt Patterns and companion book The World of Amish Quilts are combined into one lavishly illustrated volume. Offers over 30 full-size patterns, step by step instructions, and color suggestions to create beautiful patchwork quilts. 140 designs will put your fabrics on center stage. Over 30 Quilts from Amish communities across North America. These quilts are monuments of beauty and include many stories and old photos of the owners or makers. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Good Books. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6693674 A TREASURE OF Mennonite QUILTS. By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Displays an extraordinary collection of 149 dazzling quilts from Mennonite communities across North America. These quilts are monuments of beauty and include many stories and old photos of the owners or makers. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Good Books. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

6605420 UNDER THE STARS. By Cherie Halston. Relax for the stars! These warm and cozy star quilts are softened with touches of nature and easy to make. Brings you seven heavenly quilts for every season. Appliqued borders of leaves and berries soften the edges of the piece star quilts. Includes templates for quilts and projects. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

6773310 LITTLE HOUSE OF QUILTS: 14 Nostalgic Quilts and Projects inspired by the Writings of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Laura Stone Roberts. From stuning home decor to a seven-block Walnut Grove Sampler quilt and project, kids, you’ll find quilts and projects for almost every room and person in your house. Includes tracing patterns and applique templates as well as easy to follow directions. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/663
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SOLD OUT

5781523 AMAZINGLY SIMPLE TRIANGLE STARS. By Barbara H. Cline. Create nine dynamic quilts from one easy to sew block. Includes complete basic instructions step by step directions for each of the colorful quilt projects. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95


4654644 EMBROIDERED QUILTS: From Folk to Modern. By Christina DeArmond et al. Inspired by antique redwork, the authors have created seven lovely new quilts and three fun projects showcasing embroidery. Features designs for floral motifs, motifs of the year, butterflies, vintage daisies and even provenence. Includes clear embroidery instructions, a brief history of embroidery, and instructions for completing the quilts. Fully illus. in color. 124 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

5692896 FAST AND FABULOUS QUILTS. Find the ideal quilt for your baby boy or girl in this selection of nine adorable quilt projects. This patterns book includes fully illustrated directions and step by step instructions. 32 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

5690129 COMFORT AND DEVOTION: A Quilting Tribute to Nurses of the Civil War. By S. Maxwell & D. Smith. Inspired by the courageous and dedicated stories of Clara Barton and eight other Civil War nurses, quilt designers Sarah Maxwell and Delores Smith of Homestead Hearth have created a classic collection of eight quilts, each one a pillow that celebrates the legacy of these extraordinary women. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

6571160 A MERRY CHRISTMAS WITH KRIS SCHAEFER. Offers 27 quick-sew quilts and small projects to fill your year with cheer and joy. Perfect for decorating your home or giving as gifts, these projects include banners, wreaths, gift tags, pillows, runners, wall quilts, tree skirts and more. With full-size fold-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

6550055 WEDDING RING, PICKLE DISH & MORE: Paper Piecing Curves. By Carolyn Cullinan McCormick. Wedding Ring and Pickle Dish are patterns that have always been a challenge for the most experienced quilters. McCormick has simplified those patterns by using her inventive paper piecing techniques, and with this guide, she shows you how to add these curved pieces to your collection. Fully illus. in color. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

6607822 EVERY LAST PIECE: 12 Beautiful Design Inspirations Using Scraps, Strings and Applique. By Lynn H. Harris. Demonstrates numerous ways to maximize how you use fabric in quilts, including string-pieced blocks, mini-star blocks, sawtooth borders and more. Harris reinterprets traditional designs by giving them a fresh, new look, while other quilts are minimalist in charm with small scraps on broad backgrounds. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Fons & Porter. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


6975631 QUILTMaking ESSENTIALS 2: Settings and Borders, Backing and Bindings. By Donna Lynn Thomas. Take your piecing skills to a new level! Covers the basics of settings, sashing, borders, backings, and binding. Easy to access tips and techniques for achieving accurately pieced quilts. Customize your quilts, calculate triangle sizes for on point settings and learn how to combine blocks of different color. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

2823805 KNOCKOUT NEUTRALS: 12 Showstopping Neutral Quilts. By Pat Wys. Discover twelve fascinating quilts for any level, including some with applique, and treat yourself to striking patterns that work as effectively with other color palettes as well as neutrals. This guide offers helpful ideas and guidance for making neutrals the focal point rather than the background. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

5975461 HEXAGONS MADE EASY: Machine Techniques for Exceptional Quilts. By Jen Eskridge. Create stunning hexagon quilts and so much more with your sewing machine - no Y-seams or hand sewing. Eskridge makes it easy with a quick facing technique, a great alternative to English paper piecing. She offers 15 unique projects in a variety of sizes, including pillows, wall hangings, table runners, pot holders, and more. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

5694121 WILD BY DESIGN: Two Hundred Years of Innovation and Artistry in American Quilts. By Janet Catherine Berlo et al. Explores the American tradition of freewheeling, improvisational, often asymmetrical quilts, whose makers experimented boldly with design, color, and technique. Includes nearly 200 quilts, including American and modern quilts. Fully illus., most in color. 162 pages. UWAP. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $19.95

5660782 EVERY LAST PIECE: 12 Beautiful Design Inspirations Using Scraps, Strings and Applique. By Lynn H. Harris. Demonstrates numerous ways to maximize how you use fabric in quilts, including string-pieced blocks, mini-star blocks, sawtooth borders and more. Harris reinterprets traditional designs by giving them a fresh, new look, while other quilts are minimalist in charm with small scraps on broad backgrounds. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Fons & Porter. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


6975631 QUILTMaking ESSENTIALS 2: Settings and Borders, Backing and Bindings. By Donna Lynn Thomas. Take your piecing skills to a new level! Covers the basics of settings, sashing, borders, backings, and binding. Easy to access tips and techniques for achieving accurately pieced quilts. Customize your quilts, calculate triangle sizes for on point settings and learn how to combine blocks of different color. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

6975461 HEXAGONS MADE EASY: Machine Techniques for Exceptional Quilts. By Jen Eskridge. Create stunning hexagon quilts and so much more with your sewing machine - no Y-seams or hand sewing. Eskridge makes it easy with a quick facing technique, a great alternative to English paper piecing. She offers 15 unique projects in a variety of sizes, including pillows, wall hangings, table runners, pot holders, and more. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

2823805 KNOCKOUT NEUTRALS: 12 Showstopping Neutral Quilts. By Pat Wys. Discover twelve fascinating quilts for any level, including some with applique, and treat yourself to striking patterns that work as effectively with other color palettes as well as neutrals. This guide offers helpful ideas and guidance for making neutrals the focal point rather than the background. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

5975461 HEXAGONS MADE EASY: Machine Techniques for Exceptional Quilts. By Jen Eskridge. Create stunning hexagon quilts and so much more with your sewing machine - no Y-seams or hand sewing. Eskridge makes it easy with a quick facing technique, a great alternative to English paper piecing. She offers 15 unique projects in a variety of sizes, including pillows, wall hangings, table runners, pot holders, and more. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

5694121 WILD BY DESIGN: Two Hundred Years of Innovation and Artistry in American Quilts. By Janet Catherine Berlo et al. Explores the American tradition of freewheeling, improvisational, often asymmetrical quilts, whose makers experimented boldly with design, color, and technique. Includes nearly 200 quilts, including American and modern quilts. Fully illus., most in color. 162 pages. UWAP. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $19.95

6655629 CLASSIC MODERN QUILTS. By Lisa Call. Ten beautiful quilt projects, the result of a challenge to ten top quilt designers to use the Kansas City Star in a modern way, are presented here with complete instructions. The projects range from easy to intermediate, and each is accompanied by the designer’s thoughts on what makes them quilts of their time. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. Paperback. $35.00 

* See more titles at erhbc.com/663 - 5 -

SOLD OUT
Create a lively diamond-chain quilt using strip sets (49” x 48” when finished) using this compact, beginner-friendly guide. Includes cut-out patterns. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**6684025 KAFFE FASSETT’S QUILTS IN THE SUN.** Quilters of all skill levels will love this new collection of 20 original quilt designs by Kaffe Fassett. Takes inspiration from the beautiful landscape and culture of Ireland, sure to warm your home. Features step by step instructions for three charming cross stitch projects. Heese also includes handy tips for needle-turn applique, mitered borders, and scalloped borders. Fullyillus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95


**673085X QUILT LOVE: Simple Projects to Stitch & Treasure.** By Cassandra Ellis. Includes 20 patterns for all skill levels, that can be stitched the original scappy patterns. Includes easy, well-crafted patchwork creations. Includes eight full quilt designs as well as 50 illustrated block patterns. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Creative Publishing Int'l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**5893590 THE QUILTER’S PALETTE: A Workbook of Color & Pattern Ideas & Effects.** By Katy Denny. Beginning with the essentials of color, pattern, and texture, this fantastic resource brings over 150 fabrics together in 52 different palettes and shows you how to achieve a cohesive, well-coordinated patchwork creation. Includes eighteen projects for quilts, and seven needlepoint projects, all designed for beginning to advanced stitchers. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Abrams. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**5681181 THE VERSATILE NINE PATCH: 18 Fresh Designs for a Favorite Quilt Block.** By Joan Ford. A collection of 18 fabulous designs will entice you to bust open your scrap bins and quilt your way through all the original scrap quilt patterns. Includes easy, bold blocks full of scappy color and character, or use the arranging patterns to use up odd pieces. Detailed instructions, unique quilt assembly techniques, and hundreds of piecing diagrams clear the way for smooth and successful sewing. Illus. in color. 220 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**5672909 UTILITY-STYLE QUILTS FOR EVERYDAY LIVING.** By Sharon Holland. Inspired by timeless quilt block patterns and the utility quilts of past generations, mixed with the influences of the modern quilt movement, this resource includes 12 beginner-friendly projects that can be completed in a weekend. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8¾x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95


**5853959 THE QUILTER’S PALETTE: A Workbook of Color & Pattern Ideas & Effects.** By Katy Denny. Beginning with the essentials of color, pattern, and texture, this fantastic resource brings over 150 fabrics together in 52 different palettes and shows you how to achieve a cohesive, well-coordinated patchwork creation. Includes eight full quilt designs as well as 50 illustrated block patterns. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**6845621 MINI WONDERFUL CURVES: 16 Seasonal Quilt Projects Using the OCR Mini.** By Jenny Pedigo et al. Features 16 gorgeous, seasonal quilt projects using the OCR Mini. Each one teaches you how to mix and match your favorite large-scale prints, novelty fabrics, and other colorful fabrics to create a contemporary treasure. Each project demonstrates how to stitch together fabrics that you can make each design yourself. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Potter Craft. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**6561586 UNDER THE SEA QUILT PATTERN.** By Barbara H. Cline. Create a lively diamond-chain quilt using strip sets (49” x 48” when finished) using this compact, beginner-friendly guide. Includes cut-out patterns. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**673090X QUILTING IN IRELAND: 20 Designs for Patchwork and Quilting.** Inspired by western Ireland–the rich greens of the rural landscape and the stumping color and texture of individual patches, creates a contemporary treasure. Each eye-catching quilts are showcased against the backdrop of rustic Irish settings. Includes information and templates so you can make each design yourself. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**6877274 KAFFE FASSETT’S GOLD BLOOMS: Quilts and Other Works Celebrating Flowers.** With Lisa Prior Lucy. Fassett shares a behind-the-scenes look at his fascinating creative process, shedding light on how he creates the vibrant fabrics, quilts, needledrops, ribbons, displays, and paintings for which he is celebrated. Includes eighteen projects for quilts, and seven needlepoint projects, all designed for beginning to advanced stitchers. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Abrams. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95
**Quilting**

562981 THE FUSSY CUT SAMPLER: 48 Quilt Blocks From Your Favorite Fabrics. By N. Ramirez & E. Woo. Learn how to take the stress out of fussy cutting (and finally use your favorite fabrics) by making any of the 48 blocks showcased in this volume. With tips, tools, and techniques to head off mistakes, this is sure to be a hit for quilters everywhere. Woll illus. in color. 143 pages. Lucky Spool Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 **SOLD OUT**

6704199 CRADLE TO CRADLE. By Barbara Joseph. A new symbol to help you visualize the biggest moments in our lives, like births and weddings. But what about those of other smaller moments? You’ll find seven charming quilts honoring those times. The author shows a variety of quilting methods for all skill ranges. Woll illus. in color. 128 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **SOLD OUT**

589347X A RUSSIAN JOURNEY IN QUILTS: The Story of Nicholas and Nina Filatoff. By Tricia Lynn Maloney. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 **SOLD OUT**

5790662 AMISH QUILTS: Crafting an American Icon. By Janeen Smucker. 270 pages. Johns Hopkins. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 **SOLD OUT**

5991056 BARBARA B RACKMAN'S SAMPLER: 48 Quilt Blocks fro m Your Favorite Fabrics. By Barbara Rackman. Ed. by Sue Harvey. Fully illus. in color. 30 pages. All American Crafts. 8x8/½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 **SOLD OUT**


**Applique**

6666137 THE WILD GOOSE CHASE BLOCK, BOOK 5: A Classic for Today’s Quilts. Ed. by Sue Harvey. Woll illus. in color. 30 pages. All American Crafts. 8x8/½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 **SOLD OUT**

6594302 PORTER. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 **SOLD OUT**


6921396 350+ KNITTING TIPS, TECHNIQUES, AND TRADE SECRETS: How to Be Better at What You Do. By Betty Barned. With over 20 technical workshops and 15 beautiful patterns, this guide features techniques such as Reversible Double Knitting, Creating Perfect Lace, Steeking without Fear, Continental Cables, Provisional Cast on Methods, Kitchener Stitch, Flawless Flat Isle; and Combination Knitting. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Pavilion. Import. Pub. at $24.95 **SOLD OUT**


**Knitting**

5698409 ONE BALL KNITS: Purses–20 Stylish Handbags Made with a Single Ball, Skein, Hank, or Spool. By Patema Hallihan-Raftis often symbolize the biggest moments in our lives, like births and weddings. But what about those of other smaller moments? You’ll find seven charming quilts honoring those times. The author shows a variety of quilting methods for all skill ranges. Woll illus. in color. 128 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **SOLD OUT**

5683859 THE KNITTER KNITTING MASTERCLASS: With over 20 Technical Workshops and 15 Beautiful Patterns. Ed. by Juliet Bernard. With over 20 technical workshops and 15 beautiful patterns, this guide features techniques such as Reversible Double Knitting, Creating Perfect Lace, Steeking without Fear, Continental Cables, Provisional Cast on Methods, Kitchener Stitch, Flawless Flat Isle; and Combination Knitting. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Pavilion. Import. Pub. at $24.95 **SOLD OUT**

6875534 KNITTING FOR LITTLE FEET: 40 Booties, Socks, and Slippers for Babies and Children. By Lynne Goldsworth. Features 18 designs that make easy to difficult offer plenty of adorable options for knitting socks, slippers, and booties for every occasion. Step by step instructions and colorful photos make it easy to create the Dino Alien, the Beach Buddies, the Jungle Sock, the Dancing Ducks, and more. Trafalgar Square. Pub. at $22.95 **SOLD OUT**

2319031 WEEKEND WRAPS: 18 Quick Knit Cowls, Scarves & Shawls. By C.G. MacDonald & M. Labarre. Features 18 designs that make easy to difficult offer plenty of adorable options for knitting socks, slippers, and booties for every occasion. Step by step instructions and colorful photos make it easy to create the Dino Alien, the Beach Buddies, the Jungle Sock, the Dancing Ducks, and more. Trafalgar Square. Pub. at $22.95 **SOLD OUT**

6975704 SWEDISH KNITS: Classic and Modern Designs in the Scandinavian Tradition. By P Hammerskog & E. Wincent. Written with two native Swedes to show their techniques to knitters all over the world. Explains and illustrates how to choose the right yarn and garments by fusing a variety of patterns with your own creativity. You’ll find tips, advice, and the inspiration to take your knitting to the next level. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **SOLD OUT**

6968227 WEE GARTER STITCH: Must-Have Knits for Modern Babies & Toddlers. By Vickie Howell. A de lightful collection of blankets, bibs, cardigans, charming dresses and caps using the appreciated stitch pattern, the garter stitch. Includes a techniques section with all the basic how-to’s needed to complete these adorable practical projects. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Hillside. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 **SOLD OUT**

6789471 BABY BEANIES: Happy Hats to Knit for Little Heads. By Amanda Keesy. Includes 29 colorful, quirky, irresistible hat patterns for the Pompon Bears and the Alien Spaceship to the Loopy Pixie and the Candy Beret, these adorable creations are sure to bring smiles to your little one. Color photos. 18½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 **SOLD OUT**
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6803755 HOW TO KNIT: Techniques and Projects for the Complete Beginner. By Tina Barrett. For those with little or no knitting experience, this reference guide will teach you the essential skills of the craft. Each technique is clearly explained, followed by a stylish project to put your newly acquired knowledge into practice. Well illus. in color. 92 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95


6709516 SOCK YARN STUDIO: Hats, Garments, and Other Projects Designed for Sock Yarn. By Carol J. Sulcoski. Celebrating the joys of knitting with sock yarn! Sulcoski presents 23 wearable projects from hats and mittens to scarves and wraps, and even a few bigger projects, such as sweaters and afghans—all to knit in lightweight yarns. Whatever kind of knitter you are, you will never look at sock yarn the same way again. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6966112 SELF-STRIPING YARN STUDIO: Sweaters, Scarves, and Hats Designed for Self-Stripping Yarn. By Carol J. Sulcoski. Beginning with an extensive technical section that explains how to use and manipulate self-stripping yarn with detailed knitting illustrations, instructions and photographs; this guide then offers 25 new and original projects for sweaters, scarves, sweaters, mittens and more. 144 pages. Lark. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

691330X THE VERY EASY GUIDE TO LACE KNITTING. By Lynne Waterton. With step-by-step instructions and a preliminary section explaining all the essentials, this guide could not be more accessible. Hone your skills with stylish projects, including delicately trimmed linen, stunning pillow wraps, and an elegant stole. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

6730361 DOG COATS & COLLARS: Threads Selects. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Features complete instructions for four fabulous dog coats and five fantastic dog collars to knit for your favorite pet. For all skill level knitters. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

5657602 VOGUE KNITTING ACCESSORIZE: Scarves, Hats, Ponchos, Socks & Mittens. Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Here are more than sixty classic and contemporary designs by some of today’s hottest knitwear designers. Features easy-to-follow instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Sixth&Spring. 9x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6843522 FAMILY CIRCLE EASY KNIT FOR KIDS: 50 Knit and Crochet Projects. Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Features more than 50 of the most popular children’s styles, from classic to contemporary designs. Includes a chapter explaining basic techniques and stitch details to help get beginners started, and offers sweaters, scarves, hats, socks and more with clear and concise instructions. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth&Spring. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

5657637 VOGUE KNITTING QUICK KNITS. Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Offers a wonderful collection of fun-to-knit projects that finish up fast without sacrificing style. Showcases over fifty of the best designs from Vogue Knitting magazine, something for men, women, and children, and instructions for each piece. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Sixth&Spring. 9x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6836704 KNIT YOUR OWN CAT: Easy-to-Follow Patterns for 16 Frisky Felines. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Full of simple patterns to create your very own knitted cat, whether it’s a cuddly Kitten, an exotic Bengal, or a stealthy Black Cat. Includes expert tips on choosing yarns, stuffing and adding personality to your kitty. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8¼x6½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

5597700 VOGUE KNITTING ACCESSORIZE: Scarves, Hats, Ponchos, Socks & Mittens. Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Features more than sixty classic and contemporary designs by some of today’s hottest knitwear designers. Features easy-to-follow instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Sixth&Spring. 9x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95
**669876X** JAPANESE KNITTING STITCH BIBLE. By Hitomi Shida. In this comprehensive reference which includes 260 charted stitch designs—strikingly original stitches and variations on every classic stitch imaginable result in patterns that form the basis of stylish new knitted garments. Includes detailed diagrams to show how to execute all the stitches. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Tuttle. 8¾x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6664008** CABLES, DIAMONDS, HERRINGBONE: Secrets of Knitting Traditional Fishermen’s Sweaters. By Sabine Domnick. Features traditional Guernsey and Jersey patterns from the British Isles. These garments are worked on two knitting-in-sleeves and require no sewn seams. All instructions are clearly illustrated in color. 96 pages. Down East. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**687679** KNIT LIKE A LATVIAN: 50 Knitting Patterns for a Fresh Take on Traditional Latvian Mittens. By Ina Liepina. Offers 50 designs based on traditional Latvian patterns for projects that include wrist warmers, fingerless gloves, and mittens. Learn the structured stitch knitting technique and the basic mitten pattern needed to knit like a Latvian. Includes step by step instructions and basic knitting techniques included. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. SewardSo. 8¼x10¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**6806031** TOE-UP 2-AT-A-TIME SOCKS. By Melissa Morgan-Oakes. Grab a single circular needle, begin knitting at the toes, and work your way up to a cozy pair of socks. Includes 15 fabulous designs using the unique “two at a time” technique. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**687760X** THE BEST OF JANE AUSTEN KNITS. Ed. by Amy Clarke Moore. Enter the world of Jane Austen through timeless knitting patterns inspired by the places and characters in her beloved novels. The gorgeously evocative pieces include cardigans, knitted shawls, sweaters, and other accessories along with complete directions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $24.95

**6896932** THE JOY OF SOX: 30+ Must-Knit Designs. By Linda Kopp. Obsessed with sock knitting? Heighten your passion with more than 30 beyond the basic patterns that will delight and inspire. This essential reference includes charted patterns for classic pullovers and cardigans sized for toddler to adult in four styles. To give knitters a wide range of yarn options, the patterns are presented in multiple gauges, from lightweight to bulky. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Knitting Publishing Intl. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**6800952** JAPANESE STITCHES UNRAVELLED: 160 + Stitch Patterns to Knit Top Down, Bottom Up, Back and Forth, and in the Round. By Wendy Bernard. The author has collected and translated more than 160 pattern designs into English. Guides knitters from the basics to knitting like the masters. Includes four direction makeover. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**6880088** FAMILY CIRCLE EASY SWEATERS: 50 Knit and Crochet Projects. Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Offers a collection of over fifty of the most popular sweaters, lemming with inspiration for all seasons and occasions. Includes easy to follow instructions, clear and concise charts, and a chapter of tips and techniques. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Sixth&Spring. 8¼x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**6909090** 250 JAPANESE KNITTING STITCHES. By Hitomi Shida. This guide is filled with stunning original designs and variations on the classics. Guides knitters from the basics to knitting like the masters. Includes step by step instructions and clear photographs to show how to execute all the stitches. Includes step by step directions and detailed instruction, for each pattern. Fully illus. in color. 180 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**6781878** THE BEST OF JANETE AUSTEN KNITS. Ed. by Amy Clarke Moore. Enter the world of Jane Austen through timeless knitting patterns inspired by the places and characters in her beloved novels. The gorgeously evocative pieces include cardigans, knitted shawls, sweaters, and other accessories along with complete directions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $24.95

**6876361** WARM DAYS, COOL KNITS: Lighter Designs for Every Season. By Corrina Ferguson. Knitting is not just for cold and snowy climates! In this gorgeous collection of knitted garments and accessories, an up and coming designer offers knitwear pieces appropriate for every season. Combining stitches and colors, and finishing off. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Down East. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6823747** HOT-WATER BOTTLE COVERS. By Chrissie Dow. On a chilly night, there’s nothing more warming and comforting than a good old-fashioned hot-water bottle, but it’s really difficult to find a proper cover. This collection of 30 inspiring designs will help you snuggle up in style. Whether you’ve just mastered the basics or are a wizard with the needles, there’s a suitable project for you. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $24.95

**6833861** WARM DAYS, COOL KNITS: Lighter Designs for Every Season. By Corrina Ferguson. Knitting is not just for cold and snowy climates! In this gorgeous collection of knitted garments and accessories, an up and coming designer offers knitwear pieces appropriate for every season. Combining stitches and colors, and finishing off. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Down East. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6878601** ONE-PIECE KNITS: Essential Designs in Multiple Sizes. By Melissa Morgan-Oakes. Gauges for Sweaters Knit Top Down, Side over, and Back to Front. By Margaret Hubert. Presents techniques for knitting garments in one piece from three different starting points. This essential reference includes charted patterns for classic pullovers and cardigans sized for toddler to adult in four styles. To give knitters a wide range of yarn options, the patterns are presented in multiple gauges, from lightweight to bulky. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Knitting Publishing Intl. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**6888776** MEDIEVAL-INSPIRED KNITS. By Anna-Karin Lundsberg. Inspired by traditionally decorated imperial churches in the province of Uppland, Sweden, this gorgeous book is a visual playground for the knitter. You will find step by step instructions for 20 original projects, including sweaters, jackets, scarves, and gloves for women, men, and children. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Trafalgar Square. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**6878376** TWIGG STITCH. By Vicki Twigg. Create completely reversible knits and discover a new type of color knitting with this guide. Worked by knitting two yarns at the same time, Twigg stitch is designed by anyone with basic knitting skills. Projects include scarves, hats, mitts, and shawls. Complete instructions and directions for basic Twigg knitting round out the volume. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6879799** LIGHTER DESIGNS FOR EVERY SEASON. Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Offers a collection of over fifty of the most popular sweaters, lemming with inspiration for all seasons and occasions. Includes easy to follow instructions, clear and concise charts, and a chapter of tips and techniques. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Sixth&Spring. 8¼x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**685222X** TWIGG STITCH. By Vicki Twigg. Create completely reversible knits and discover a new type of color knitting with this guide. Worked by knitting two yarns at the same time, Twigg stitch is designed by anyone with basic knitting skills. Projects include scarves, hats, mitts, and shawls. Complete instructions and directions for basic Twigg knitting round out the volume. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**686812** JAPANESE KNITTING STITCH BIBLE. By Hitomi Shida. In this comprehensive reference which includes 260 charted stitch designs—strikingly original stitches and variations on every classic stitch imaginable result in patterns that form the basis of stylish new knitted garments. Includes detailed diagrams to show how to execute all the stitches. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6864008** CABLES, DIAMONDS, HERRINGBONE: Secrets of Knitting Traditional Fishermen’s Sweaters. By Sabine Domnick. Features traditional Guernsey and Jersey patterns from the British Isles. These garments are worked on two knitting-in-sleeves and require no sewn seams. All instructions are clearly illustrated in color. 96 pages. Down East. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
Knitting

6866212 JERSEY YARN CREATIONS. By Alexandre Callier-Taylor. The slightly elastic, yet robust quality of jersey yarn is perfect for creating pots, rugs, bags, mats, and more. With clear step by step knitting and crocheting instructions, this book is ideal for both the absolute beginner and the more experienced crafter looking for fresh inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6798411 CRAFT TREE QUICK KNITTED SCARVES. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Play with texture and lace with this collection of 18 favorite scarf patterns. Designs include a Moss Stitch Scarf, a Puddling Colors Scarf, a Spectrum Scarf, a Striped Fringe, an Insignia Scarf, and much more. Color photos. 32 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6576265 DESIGNER KNITS: Vogue Knitting. Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Instructions for more than 45 hand knit styles from the most prestigious names in fashion design, including DKNY, Calvin Klein, and Anna Sui, with styles ranging from casual to elegant to funky, for knitters of every skill level. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Butterick. 8¼x11½. Hardcover. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

6800475 GEEK KNITS: Over 30 Projects for Fantasy Fanatics, Science Fiction Fanatics, and Knitting Nerds. By Toni Carr. Offers more than 30 fun and funky projects modeled by some of the biggest names in geekdom. Give your knits some nerdy flair with George R.R. Martin’s knitted Dire Wolf; Neil Gaiman’s Sherlock Holmes-inspired Baker Street Hat; John Carpenter’s Asylum Scarf; and many more. W e ll illus. in color. 182 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

6912710 GENE KNITS: 10 Lessons and Projects for Knitting Stripes, Chevrons, Triangles, Polka Dots, and More. By Mary Jane Mucklestone. Learn how to incorporate bold geometric shapes into beautiful knitted projects with this guide. By following its ten simple lessons, you’ll learn how to knit garter stitch stripes, diagonal colorwork stripes, stranded colorwork triangles, mirrored squares, and more. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

6702767 KNITTED CATS & DOGS. By Sue Stratford. Knit your own best friend, full of fun and charm, with George R.R. Martin’s knitted Dire Wolf; Neil Gaiman’s Sherlock Holmes-inspired Baker Street Hat; John Carpenter’s Asylum Scarf; and many more. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Taunton. $24.95

6836818 60 QUICK LUXURY KNITS. Here’s proof that quick and affordable knits can be luxurious also. These designs offer a range of skill levels, and types of accessory, including delicate lace shawls, scarves, and hats. Cozy cable leg warmers and cowls. An elegant beaded necklace and much more. So grab your needles and knit up a luxury. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Search. Sixth&Spring. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

6879926 60 QUICK BABY BLANKETS: Cute & Cuddly Knits in 220 Superwash and 128 Superwash from Cascade Yarns. The ultimate collection of baby-blanket patterns, all knit in soft, easy care 220 Superwash and 128 Superwash from Cascade Yarns. A vast range of colors, styles, and techniques ensures that you’ll find the perfect blanket for your little one. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

6596703 NEW VINTAGE LACE: Knits Inspired by the Past. By Andrea Jangrau. Offers a collection of 18 charted projects that Jangrau has altered and adapted into wearable accessories suited to modern styles and tastes. She shows you many particulars of lace knitting—explaining special stitches, how to read charts and your own knitting to create different ways of adding beads, and more. Fully illus. most in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 SOLD OUT

7590547 MONSTER KNITS FOR LITTLE MONSTERS. By Nurya Kheyag. Offers 20 superspooky animal-themed hats, mittens, and bootie sets to suit all knitting levels, from beginner to advanced, and in a range of sizes from six months to three years. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $2.95

6774946 PET PROJECTS: The Animal Knits Bible. By S. Muir & R. Taylor. Create tabulous knitting projects for your pookies, kittens, and more from the Puppy Papoose to the Anti-fly Horse Hat. The projects here are as practical as they are quirky. Using wool and cotton as well as recycled materials, such as plastic bags and old knitwear, these also encourage resourcefulness. Fully illus. 144 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95


6730329 COLORWORK SOCKS: Threads Selects. By Kathleen Taylor. Presents new and reimagined designs, from six months to three years. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $1.95

6594395 BABY & ME KNITS: 20 Timeless Knitted Designs for Baby & Mom. By Celeste Young. Features 20 design projects for each season and style for knitters of all levels. Simple knits and purl textures give way to subtle lace, cables, and stranded colorwork, each accompanied by clear instructions and step by step photos. Includes blankets, shawls, and sweaters and caps for both babies and moms. 128 pages. Sellers. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

6666310 KNITWEAR IN FASHION. By Sandy Black. Shows off the very best in contemporary knitwear, from Julien Macdonald’s cobweb confessions and Lainey Keogh’s filigree works of art, to the Prada classics and Marin Margiela’s avant garde deconstructions. Fully illus., most in color. 192 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

6678130 TUDOR ROSES. By Alice Starmore. Presents new and reimagined garments based on the original Tudor Roses published in 1998. Includes fourteen patterns for experienced knitters for beadwork sweaters and other wearables that follow the chronological order of the Tudor dynasty. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Dover. 8¼x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/663
**5804728 100 COLORFUL RIPPLE STITCHES TO CROCHET.** By Leonie Morgan. Learn how to make and use ripple stitches in delightful and exciting ways. With 100 designs to choose from, using color and texture to create stunning zig-zags, ripples, and waves, there is plenty here to spark your creativity. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

**279215X CROCHET 101: Master Basic Skills and Techniques Easily Through Step-by-Step Instruction.** By Deborah Brier. Written for the absolute beginner, this guide features step by step photos, and a complete primer to get you started. By making practice swatches you’ll learn the techniques needed to make any of the designs. Since the Cowl and Cuff Set and the Windflower Shawlette. 192 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

**6855105 COMPLETE CROCHET COURSE: The Ultimate Reference Guide.** By Shannon & Jason Mullett-Bowlsby. Where you are and where you want to be—a comprehensive stitch guide. This guide features step by step photographs through an easy-to-follow and fully visual experience, it is your go to resource for everything crochet. Well illus. in color. 335 pages. Lark. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6709648 UNDER COVER: 60 Afghans to Knit and Crochet.** Includes patterns and instructions using traditional and Easy Striper, Home Essentials, Timeless Classics, Quilty Pleasures, Retro Chic, Nursery Call, and On a Whim. Well illus. in color. 165 pages. Sixth&Spring. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**2818973 TOP-DOWN CROCHET SWEATERS: Fabulous Patterns with Perfect Fit.** By Dora Ohrenstein. Making a garment from the top down lets you try it on as you go and adjust the length as necessary. In the first collection of its kind, Ohrenstein presents 14 patterns sure to flatter all body shapes and sizes. From elegant to casual, these contemporary options are for every season and occasion. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

**6931022 CROCHET WRAPS EVERY WHICH WAY: 18 Original Patterns in 6 Techniques.** By Tammy Hildebrand. Make 18 wraps, ponchos, shawls, and stoles using traditional crochet, Tunisian crochet, and double-ended crochet. Includes an easy, intermediate, and experienced project for each technique, plus a how-to section with step by step instructions and photos. 104 pages. Stackpole. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**6699337 100 LACE FLOWERS TO CROCHET.** By Caitlin Sainio. Re-create the beauty of a summer garden with this gorgeous selection of flowers, leaves and blossoms to delicately frame your projects. Each includes a concise instructions. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6815721 CROCHET TAXBIDERMY: 30 Quirky Animal Projects, from Mouse to Moose.** By Taylor Hall. Spice up your walls with fun, whimsical home decor, from farm and forest, sea and safari. Includes detailed directions and step by step photos to help you to create deer, foxes, bears, owls, cows, pigs, sheep, flamingos and more. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**GIANT SQUARES WEEKEND: 20 Quick and Easy Crochet Projects.** By Emma Varnam. Granny squares are simple and fun way to get creative when time is short, while offering a fashionable way to use up your yarn stash. From hats and coasters to cute toys and decorations this guide is packed with inspiring projects along with detailed instructions. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2803704 CROCHETED KEYRINGS & CHARMS.** By Emma Varnam. Your keys will be glamorous and emanently findable if you attach them to one of these little keyrings! Each of the 30 projects is clearly set out with easy to follow patterns and concise instructions, and are suitable for all skill levels, too. Well illus. in color. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**693448X CROCHET AMIGURUMI: 15 Different Amigurumi Projects to Crochet.** By Maria Alejandra Montero. The Japanese art of crocheting small stuffed animals and dolls is an enjoyable and fun activity and this collection of projects will help you create a variety of little friends. The projects range in skill level and include basic crochet and amigurumi techniques. Full illus. in color. 300 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**597769X CRAFT TREE EASY CROCHETED SWEATERS.** Compiled by Amy Palmer. Use simple stitches and classic shapes to create beautiful sweaters and cardigans. Projects include a Twin Cardigan, a Marilyn Twin Set, and more. Color photos, 40 pages. Interweave. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $10.95

**6904378 LEARN TO CROCHET, LOVE TO CROCHET.** By Anna Wilkinson. A collection of twenty garments and accessories that will not only teach you the fundamentals of how to crochet but also add “wow” to your wardrobe. Includes step by step instructions and photos along with all the basic crochet techniques. Full illus. in color. 144 pages. Quadrille. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**6720129 CROCHETED BEARS: 20 on the Go Projects.** By Val Pierce. With step by step instructions, crochet twenty little bears on the go and dress them in a wonderful range of colorful outfits that will delight both adults and children. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**6871934 FUN FEET: 30 Super-Cute Booties to Crochet for Babies and Toddlers.** Ed. by P. Davis & K. Simpson. Take your baby booties to the next level with these fun and funky designs, plus a guide to learning crochet. Charm friends and family with bunny bee slippers and starfish sandals; journey out of this world with cheeky monkey booties; walk on the wild side with cheetahs. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**6613810 THE FINER EDGE: Crocheted Trims, Motifs & Borders.** By Kristin Omdahl. Crochet a new vocabulary with this dictionary of innovative motifs. It offers a creative selection of 40 stitch and garment patterns, teaching various techniques, construction methods, and versatile applications for crochet edgings. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

---

**See more titles at erhbc.com/663**
**6749720 CONTINUOUS CROCHET: Create Seamless Sweaters, Shrugs, Shaws, and More with Minimal Finishing!** By Kristin Omdahl. Blending basic crochet stitches with join as you go techniques, these elegant, seamless garments and accessories are both eye-catching and easy to make. With Kristin’s guidance, you’ll learn to manipulate crochet motifs into unique creations that are as style-conscious as they are figure-flattering. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

**2772762 CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS TO CROCHET.** By Barbara Christopher. Create snowflakes, wreaths, stars, and other traditional Christmas ornaments with this excellent guide. Easy to follow instructions explain how to make over 50 attractive decorations that can be worked up quickly. Includes a range of ornaments suitable for beginner, intermediate, and advanced crocheters. Fully illus. in color. 60 pages. Dover. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**5930170 SPARKLING CROCHET: Make Amigurumi Animals with Yarn That Glitters.** By Binta Marie Sy. This book is your guide to creating your own very own super-cute amigurumi characters. Crafters of all levels will learn to make dogs, birds, bugs, bears, and more. Created with bright, glittery yarn, these lovable animals can be brought to life in a whole new way! Well illus. in color. 72 pages. HarperDesign. Paperbound. $9.95

**2813862 CROCHETED BEARS AND OTHER ANIMALS: 25 Toys to Crochet.** By Emma Browning. Create your own group of hand-crocheted creatures with these easy to follow patterns, with simple crochet stitches. From Lacie the lamb to Mustard the Monkey to Cherry Cat who runs the Cupcake Cafe, Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**5963433 COLORFUL CROCHET LACE.** By Mary Jane Hall. Presents a stunning collection of 22 chic and wearable lace garments and accessories. With clear instructions and detailed stitch diagrams, and gorgeous photography, this volume makes it easy and fun to create exquisite crochet fashions. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**7644590 VOGUE KNITTING CROCHETED BABY BLANKETS: On the Go!** Ed. by Kristina Sigler. Crocheting a baby blanket is a wonderful, personal way to commemorate a birth. This book features a guide to crocheting basics, then detailed instructions on two dozen cuddly blankets. Illus. in color. 101 pages. Sixth&Spring. 8½x11. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**699484X SUPER-CUTE CROCHET.** By Nicki Trench. Assembles over 35 charming characters to create in crochet, the perfect gift for family and friends, or simply build your own collection of crocheted toys. Make a rabbit, bear, chick, bee, elephant and many more. Includes step by step instructions of all the basic stitches you need to complete each project. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

**2814137 SCARY HALLOWEEN CROCHET: 35 Gruesome Patterns to Sink Your Hook Into.** By Nicki Trench. Make a mummy, werewolf, three-headed dog, and many more creepy characters with the step by step instructions included in this guide. Offers a comprehensive techniques section that covers all the stitches required. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

**6720161 GRANNY SQUARE FLOWERS: 20 on the Go Projects.** By Mary Corfield. Packed with creative ideas for crocheting, and combining floral-themed granny squares, this great little guide even includes instructions to add the finishing touch to your outfit, or to use as motifs in a larger project. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. CICO Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**4576616 CROCHETED SCOODIES: 20 Gorgeously Hooded Scarves and Cowls to Crochet.** By M. Melzer & A. Thiemeyer. A "scodie" is what you get when you combine a scarf and a hoodie. Filled with twenty designs with step by step instructions, a how-to guide, and a stitch key to get you started, this guide will have you crocheting your own "scodie" in no time. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**6856403 NATURAL CROCHET FOR BABIES & TODDLERS: 12 Luxurious Yarn Projects to Crochet.** By Tina Barrett. Using organic and eco-friendly materials, make these gorgeous hand-crafted projects for babies and toddlers, including handy accessories. All techniques are fully explained with easy to follow instructions and photographs. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**2792222 GRANNY SQUARE FASHIONS FOR BABIES AND TODDLERS.** By Margaret Hubert. Features stitch patterns for five granny squares and five projects including a Toddler Pullover and Hat; Daisy Jumper; Lindsay’s Sweater and Hat; Prairie Flower Baby Afghan; and a Baby Sweater and Hat. Includes brief basic instructions and stitch symbol chart. Fully illus. in color. 26 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**5895367 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers’ Hooks to Yours.** By Margaret Hubert. Enamored with the trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, today's world's top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collections. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, skirts, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

**2792214 THE GRANNY SQUARE BOOK.** By Margaret Hubert. With motif patterns too numerous to count, a little imagination, and this reference as your inspiration, you can explore and experiment endlessly to the creative possibilities of granny squares. Includes stitch instructions and diagrams for 75 squares and 25 unique projects. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/663
Lean Top, Stacked Bangles and a U Tube Top. Color photos. 32 pages. – – 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

* 1823566 CROCHETED ANIMAL HATS: 15 Patterns to Hook and Show Off. By Vanessa Mooncie. Presents an amazing collection of wild animals that will spread smiles and draw cheers. Mooncie offers 14 crochet patterns that bring herds of wild animals right to your doorstep. Follow the easy crochet instructions to create animals such as a frog, fox, giraffe, camel, and others. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

* 1822377 CROCHETED BIRDS: A Flock of Feathered Friends to Make. By Vanessa Mooncie. Let your creative urges take flight with this wonderful collection of birds to crochet. Featuring 10 exquisite projects, all with stunning photographs and detailed charts, this guide is a bird lover’s delight. The extensive techniques section will tell you everything you need to know to make an entire crocheted flock of elegant birds. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10 Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.

* 4545125 CONTEMPORARY CELTIC CROCHET: 24 Cabled Designs for Sweaters, Scarves, Hats and More. By Bonnie Barker. Have you ever wanted to learn to create a sweater with beautiful cables, but you didn’t know how to do it? The instructions in this book will teach you how to use basic crochet stitches to create the stunning effect on sweater wraps, stoles, cardigans. Projects include hats, scarves, blankets, and more. Well illus. in color. 28 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

* 5930561 EVERY WHICH WAY CROCHET BORDERS: 139 Patterns for Customized Edgings. By Edie Eckman. These 139 inventive crochet borders offer a perfect finishing touch for any of your crafting projects. Written directions, diagrams, and a photo of each completed border ensure that you’ll have everything you need to succeed with your stitches. Includes tips on choosing appropriate borders and finding instructions on how to attach these borders to crocheted, knitted, or woven pieces. 218 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.

* 6862853 CHRISTMAS CROCHET FOR HEARTH, HOME & TREE. By Edie Eckman. Discover the fun of designing and creating customized crochet wearables, from choosing the most appropriate yarns to developing your own unique patterns. Includes step-by-step instructions for getting started with Tunisian crochet, and working in the round, plus 12 colorful projects. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.99.

* 277155X PARTY CROCHET: 24 Stylish Designs for Any Party. By Sue Whiting. You’ll find 24 fun and fabulous designs for party wear, each perfect for that special occasion. This great collection of up to the minute patterns include ponchos, shrugs, shawls, evening dresses, bags, and a host of accessories. Stitch instructions, along with essential advice on yarns, hooks, and techniques are given. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.


* 2790041 STRIPED CROCHET BLANKETS: 20 Modern heirlooms to Crochet. By Haafner Linsen. Patterns for twenty beautiful striped blankets are included here, from simple designs to more complex creations. Each project comes with a written pattern, chart, color advice, and instructions for making it in a variety of sizes. You’ll also find all the basic crochet techniques clearly explained. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

* 6734197 DESIGN YOUR OWN CROCHET PROJECTS. By Sara Delaney. Delaney walks you through the process of designing and creating customized crochet wearables, from choosing the most appropriate yarns to developing your own unique patterns. Includes step-by-step instructions for getting started with Tunisian crochet, and working in the round, plus 12 colorful projects. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. CC. Over two hours. Annie’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

* DVD 2820749 IRISH CROCHET MADE MODERN & EASY. A DVD showing how to use rich colors and lightweight yarn to update the traditional look of Irish crochet; crochet three beautiful lace nettings to show off your motifs; and join the motifs and lace netting for a stunning result with this detailed DVD. Features three projects, and includes CD-Rom with patterns. CC. Over two hours. Annie’s. DVD and CD-Rom. Pub. at $19.95.

* 5761786 BROOMSTICK LACE CROCHET: A New Look at a Vintage Stitch with 20 Stylish Designs. By Donna Wolfe. The lovely distinctive clusters of broomstick lace are made using a super-huge needle and a crochet hook, which means projects work up fast—you can finish a scarf in just a few hours. Wolfe takes you step by step through the stitch, from the very basics to how to increase and decrease, work in the round, change colors, and create different lace patterns. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Stickels. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

INTERWEAVE PRESENTS CLASSIC CROCHET SHAWLS. Ed. by Maya Elson. A crocheted shawl is a wardrobe essential that is perfect to bring personality of any outfit! Each project collection you will find 20 shawls varying in weight and warmth, from light and lacy for a warm summer evening to cozy and textured to protect against winter’s chill. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Intereave. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

* 2783258 CROCHET WITH STRING: 9 Great Projects to Make for Your Home. Jemima Schlee. This handy booklet shows you just how easy it is to turn a humble ball of string into an array of exciting makes for your home. Easy to follow patterns and pictures guide you through a range of practical yet attractive projects, from dish scrubs to storage bags. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

PRAIRIE GIRL SEWING: Threads Selects.

–

SMART FITTING SOLUTIONS: Foolproof Techniques to Fit Any Figure. By Kenneth D. King. Fit any figure and solve any fitting challenge with the help of a singular instructor as he teaches you how to sew clothes that fit by understanding where your real fitting measurements and instructions—no patterns or templates needed. Includes: Farmhouse Dish Towels, Pojagi-Inspired Squares, Tipped Farmhouse Dish Towels, A Confetti Pillow, and a Scrunchy Squishy Block. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6913158 SEW SWEET CREATURES: Make Adorable Plush Animals and Their Accessories. Illus. by Orrin Lundgren. Meet 16 "sew sweet" creatures to make and love. Designed by a group of talented contributors, these whimsical plush animal projects include adorable accessories that add to the fun. Fully illus. in color. 116 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

2832721 MEASURE, CUT, SEW: Pattern-Free Projects Using Simple Shapes. By Susan Wasinger. From stylish clothes to home accessories, these well-designed sewing projects are all made using measurements and instructions—no patterns or templates needed. Projects include: Farmhouse Dish Towels, Pojagi-Inspired Squares, Tipped Farmhouse Dish Towels, A Confetti Pillow, and a Scrunchy Squishy Block. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

2508776 STYLISH REMAKES: Upcycle Your Old T’s, Sweatshirts, and Flannels into Trendy Street Fashion Pieces. By Violette Room. Upcycle and reinvent your tired old clothes and thrift store finds into trendy new threads! With just a little cutting and sewing you can create fun new pieces from old flannel shirts, T’s, sweatshirts and more. It’s inexpensive and fun to do. Includes step by step instructions, and full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95


5877741 SOCKS APPEAL: 16 Fun & Funky Friends Sewn from Socks. By Brenna Maloney. Turn your favorite socks into adorable bunnies, kittens, lambs, horses, and more with these 16 sweet and silly sock critter projects. With these simple instructions, singles become the perfect gift in just an hour! Fully illus. in color. 205 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5873515 LINEN: SEWING PROJECTS WITH A FRENCH FLAIR. By Jennifer Hiltz. French sewing projects include plush animals and their accessories, a French Bouquet, a French Garden, a French Linen Basket, a French Linen Apron, and a French Table Runner. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Lark. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

5793526 SIMPLE TAILORING & ALTERATIONS: Hems, Waistbands, Sleeves, Steams, Pocket Edges, Darts, Tucks, Fastenings, Necklines, Linings. By J. Francois-Campbell. These clever alterations cover everything from shortening a hem to shaping with darts. If you’re looking for better-fitting clothes or simply to prolong the life of your garments, this book will show you how. Includes step by step instructions and tips, advice, and troubleshooting on altering skirts, dresses, trousers, jackets, shirts, coats, waistcoats and gloves. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5555057 HOW TO SPEAK FLUENT SEWING: The Indispensable Illustrated Guide to Sewing and Fabric Terminology. By Christine Haynes. Illustrating and explaining over 300 sewing terms this indispensable guide is your translator to the world of sewing. It offers a comprehensive directory of sewing tools, techniques, organized in a reader-friendly manner that answers not only the “what” but the "why”. 192 pages. Stitch. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

5689139 TO DYE FOR: 100 Projects for the Wild World of Dyeing. By Susan Wisner. From a single dyed thread to a multicolored masterpiece, 100 projects inspire you to get dye-lish! With step-by-step instructions, easy to follow patterns, and over 100 beautiful color photographs, this is the how-to book for any craft lover and sewer. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Lark. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

5683009 COLLIE DAYS: Fabric Project Book. A collection of over 20 fresh projects including quilts, dolls, and cushions, with step by step instructions, and full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 60 Memories. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

4652358 MAKING & FITTING A MUSLIN: Foolproof Techniques to Fit Any Figure. * By Erin Hentzel. These clever alterations include making flattering fashion choices, and hundreds of step by step instructions, and full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Lark. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3663258 STYLISH REMAKES: Upcycle Your Old T’s, Sweatshirts, and Flannels into Trendy Street Fashion Pieces. By Violette Room. Upcycle and reinvent your tired old clothes and thrift store finds into trendy new threads! With just a little cutting and sewing you can create fun new pieces from old flannel shirts, T’s, sweatshirts and more. It’s inexpensive and fun to do. Includes step by step instructions, and full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

2801914 STYLISH REMAKES: Upcycle Your Old T’s, Sweatshirts and Flannels into Trendy Street Fashion Pieces. By Violette Room. Upcycle and reinvent your tired old clothes and thrift store finds into trendy new threads! With just a little cutting and sewing you can create fun new pieces from old flannel shirts, T’s, sweatshirts and more. It’s inexpensive and fun to do. Includes step by step instructions, and full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

6730825 PRAIRIE GIRL SEWING: Threads Selects. By Jennifer Worick. Each of these projects is a practical mix of pioneer know-how and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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EASY-TO-SEW SCARVES & BELTS: Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Choose from nine clever patterns you can stitch up in an afternoon or less. Includes instructions for a Pleated Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Choose from nine clever patterns you can stitch up in an afternoon or less. Includes instructions for a Pleated


BUTTERFLIES, BEES & BUGS: Over 50 Embroidery Patterns for the Home. By Ayako Marquez. Featuring detailed instructions for different pattern transfer methods, an illustrated stitch dictionary, plot lines on creative finishing techniques, this guide has something for embroiderers of all skill levels. Also included are perforated templates sheets and traceable alphabets. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

PEN TO THREAD. By Sarah Watson. Offers over 750 hand-drawn embroidery designs to inspire your stitches from everyday objects such as birdcages and backpacks to poodles and mermaids. Includes a CD-ROM containing individual PDFs of all designs for easy resizing. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

Pendleton & Other Wools. 6730639 Import. Pub. at $29.95

Embroidery & Needlepoint

SOLD OUT

BY-HEART LEARN TO EMBROIDER: 50 Motifs to Stitch Everwhere. By Ayako Marquez. Featuring detailed instructions for different pattern transfer methods, an illustrated stitch dictionary, plot lines on creative finishing techniques, this guide has something for embroiderers of all skill levels. Also included are perforated templates sheets and traceable alphabets. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

DOODLE STITCHING THE CHRISTMAS COLLECTION TRANSFER PACK. By Aimee Ray. Filled with over 50 holiday designs that are fun to stitch. Includes instructions for quick and easy application. Pick and choose your own colors and stitches to create your own needle points. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

CHINESE EMBROIDERY: An Illustrated Stitch Guide. By Shao Xiaocheng. Offers over 2,000 years of rich and colorful Chinese embroidery to enjoy, learn and master through exquisite photography and step-by-step instructions. This volume will give insight to the pattern oriented art and traditional culture of China, help one to master the embroidery craftsmanship unique to China and experience the joy of embroidery. 168 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

CHINESE EMBROIDERY: An Illustrated Stitch Guide. By Shao Xiaocheng. Offers over 2,000 years of rich and colorful Chinese embroidery to enjoy, learn and master through exquisite photography and step-by-step instructions. This volume will give insight to the pattern oriented art and traditional culture of China, help one to master the embroidery craftsmanship unique to China and experience the joy of embroidery. 168 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

TRANFER & STITCH: BUTTERFLIES, BEES & BUGS: Over 50 Reusable Motifs to Iron on and Embroider. By Sally McColin. This collection of over 50 insect motifs from original to whimsical is a must have source of design ideas for anyone who enjoys stitching. Includes 32 reusable iron-on transfers, 10 skeins of embroidery floss, and two pieces of cloth. With easy to learn basic stitches and step by step instructions, you’ll soon create your own folk art! Well illus. in color. Thunder Bay. 8x8/8¼. Pub. at $19.99

SOLD OUT

STITCHED GIFTS. By Jessica Marguz. Featuring detailed instructions for different pattern transfer methods, an illustrated stitch dictionary, plot lines on creative finishing techniques, this guide has something for embroiderers of all skill levels. Also included are perforated templates sheets and traceable alphabets. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

STITCHY KITTY FUZZY PUPPY: 60 Motifs to Stitch Everywhere. By Ayako Otsuka. Teaches you step by step how to stitch miniature portraits of the family dog, capture your kitty’s cutest moments on a throw pillow, embroider a petite bag with the likeness of your puppy, create a shopping bag with the silhouette of a wagging tail, and much more. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Interweave. $3.95
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Embroidery & Needlepoint

**6770996 EMBROIDERED GARDEN FLOWERS:** Botanical Motifs for Needle and Thread. By Kazuko Aoki. Offers sixty-three flower variations through a full growing season, from spring to autumn. Includes clear step by step instructions, and detailed diagrams for reproducing these beautiful embroideries. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**5961165 EMBROIDERED MANDALAS: 25 Iron-On Mandala Designs to Stitch, Color, and Share.** Get a jump start into embroidery with 25 beautiful mandala transfers. Simply iron on designs onto fabric and start embroidering. Each pattern can be used 5 times. Includes basic embroidery instructions. Lark. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**460721X ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CLASSIC & VINTAGE STITCHES.** By Karen Hemingway. Includes 245 stitch patterns accompanied by stitch-by-stitch instructions and meticulous charts and diagrams. Practice on 24 projects that demonstrate every kind of embroidery from cross-stitch to crewel to bargello and more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. J & P Coats. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6881734 CREWEL CREATURES: Fresh Ideas from Jacobean Embroidery.** By Hazel Blomkamp. Animal and birds are popular subjects in crewel embroidery and here the author introduces needle workers to the beautiful, exotic creatures found in the African wild. Six projects, step by step instructions and clear diagrams are included along with a template of the designs. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**672021X NEEDLE LEADING TECHNIQUES FOR HAND EMBROIDERY.** By Hazel Blomkamp. Includes over forty needle lace embroidery techniques. Each stitch is explained with a clear diagram and step-by-step instructions, and detailed, accurate diagrams of the stitch are included on the facing page only, allowing you to place a magnetic cross-stitch board underneath and follow the the steps with ease. Well illus. in color. 27 pages. Search. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6883754 19TH CENTURY EMBROIDERY TECHNIQUES.** By Gail Marsh. Marsh explores the shift from embroidery as a professional occupation in the 18th century to its adoption as a hobby for the leisureed class in the 19th. Each chapter is packed with a close look at the techniques used, with detailed instructions and photographs of original 19th-century embroidered pieces. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 8½x11. Import. Pub. at $24.95

**4790106 501 ENCHANTING EMBROIDERY DESIGNS.** By Boutique-Sha. Gives you simple hand embroidery motifs that highlight the small pleasures of life. These designs are easy for novices and will add a special touch to anything. A chapter of simple projects shows you how easy it is to make something that’s both personal and practical. Includes embroidery techniques, diagrams and instructions. Fully illus., most in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**6988571 A YEAR OF EMBROIDERY: A Month-to-Month Collection of Motifs for Seasonal Stitching.** By Yukimko Higuchi. Enliven your embroidery with seasonal flair through thirty-eight patterns that offer organic yet modem designs with detailed, step by step instructions. From snow flowers and skiing bears in January, to lily of the valley in May, and trumpeting angels in December—it’s an inspiration for all skill levels. Fully illus., most in color. 108 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**2801299 501 ENCHANTING EMBROIDERY DESIGNS.** By Boutique-Sha. Gives you simple hand embroidery motifs that highlight the small pleasures of life. These designs are easy for novices and will add a special touch to anything. A chapter of simple projects shows you how easy it is to make something that’s both personal and practical. Includes embroidery techniques, diagrams and instructions. Fully illus., many in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**2790106 200 EMBROIDERED FLORALS.** By Kristen Gula. A wonderful reference for embroiderers with 200 embroidery patterns for flowesr, leaves and foliage. Gula includes a stitch directory, and 10 projects that feature an embroidered shirt collar, a wreath ornament for Christmas, and wool applique cuffs. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**5937381 ORGANIC EMBROIDERY.** By Meredith Woolnough. Offers crafters a rice list of a lesson in how to use the “organic embroidery” technique. Look behind the artist’s process, from the initial fieldwork sketching and research that inspires his designs, to the penciling of her embroidered sculptures. Woolnough guides you through 12 activities to help you begin your own mastery of this method. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound.

**5847591 ZAKKA EMBROIDERY.** By Yumiko Higuchi. Presents designs that are an elegant blend of Japanese and Scandinavian style. The motifs and patterns are spare and graphic, yet softened with organic shapes and imagery drawn from nature. Higuchi features embroidery motifs to be stitched using just one or two colors, on everything from pouces, to pillows, to aprons and more. Includes clear step by step instructions and detailed diagrams. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6888364 PEACE, LOVE & EMBROIDERY.** By Pocoruru Pocochiru. A collection of whimsical embroidery motifs that are perfect for stitching trendy retro-style projects including embellishing clothes, backpacks, and more. Two hundred and fifty motifs feature everything from French bulldogs and hedgehogs to tasty tacos and cupcakes. Includes a stitch guide. Fully illus., most in color. 86 pages. ZAKKA Workshop. 8½x11. Import. Pub. at $19.95


**6883894 EARLY 20TH CENTURY EMBROIDERY TECHNIQUES.** By Gail Marsh. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 8½x11. Import. Pub. at $24.95

Cross Stitch

**681720X 1000 MINI CROSS STITCH MOTIFS.** By Sharon Watts. Features ancient techniques and easy to use large format charts. Topics include flowers, little people, adorable animals, tea time treats, seaside fun, Christmas, weddings, birthdays, holidays and much more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Search. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**6391516 DONNA KOOLER’S CROSS-STITCH FLOWERS.** Here are the floral designs that cross stitchers have been waiting for. From modern rose and lilies to sumptuous mixed bouquets, flowers dazzle on these stunning projects, all with complete instructions and patterns. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8½x11. Pub. at $24.95
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See more titles at erhbc.com/663
Cross Stitch

★ 5949475 MEGA MINI CROSS STITCH: 900 Super Awesome Cross Stitch Motifs. By Makoto Ogozu. The Japanese cross stitch sensation represents hundreds of stitchcharts that can be stitched onto anything from badges and hangies to T-shirts and bags. Arranged by themes like fashion, pet shop, leisure activities and more, each of these cross stitch charts includes tips and step-by-step instructions. 96 pages. Pavilion. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 2800675 THE MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS TO CROSS STITCH: French Charm for Your Stitchwork. By Veronique Enginger. Let the magic of Christmas inspire your stitching with these 20 cross stitch patterns, blending the traditional style of France with a contemporary simplicity. The elements of a cross stitched Christmas are all here: wintry scenes, Father Christmas, toys, and sparkling decorations! Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x12. $21.95

★ 6808484 RETRO CROSS STITCH: 500 Patterns. By Veronique Enginger. Recreate designs from the 1800s and 1900s fashion houses and milliners’ catalogs with these 50 cross stitch patterns. Many of the designs include multiple elements offering you hundreds of components to use in a myriad of ways. Includes project inspirations. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9x1x1¼. $25.95

Needlework Projects & Reference

6913075 PUSH STITCHERY: 30 Artists Explore the Boundaries of Stitched Art. Ed. by Amanda Caresto. Inspiration meets innovation when 30 contemporary artists push the limits of fiber art. Blackwork embroidered cities, cross-stitched cars, stitched stone sculptures, and more are included in this unique collection curated by Jamie Chalmers. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Lark. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6551992 YARN, YARN, YARN: 50 Fun Crochet and Knit Projects to Color Your World. By S. Redenberg & S. Zacke. With this fun and inspirational guide you’ll learn how to crochet an ornate cord, protect your crochet cover, make a shawl for a friend out of colorful Granny squares, and crochet teddy bears for the kids.

Includes step by step instructions for all 50 projects. Fully illus. in color. 65 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


★ 2783193 ANTIQUE AMERICAN NEEDLEWORK TOOLS. By Dawn Cook Ronningen. Featuring exquisite examples from museums and private collections, this treasure trove explains and illustrates the history and beauty of American sewing tools. It also shares the story of the American industries, innovations, and uses related to hand sewing with more than 750 color photographs. 238 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. $29.95

6852672 THE ART OF WHIMSICAL STITCHING. By Joanne Sharpe. Easy step by step instructions demonstrate dozens of designs, including collage, stenciling, free-motion stitching, fused appliqué lettering, needlefelting, doodle machine and hand embroidery, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Interweave. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

★ 6869269 HANDMADE GLAMOUR: Add a Touch of Glamour to Your Camping Trip with These 35 Gorgeous Craft Projects. By C. Liddle & L. Hopping. Decorate your tent, RV, caravan, or camper with any of these 35 stunning projects. Each project includes step by step instructions and photographs, plus the book’s one-of-a-kind techniques section in back helps you brush up on your crafting skills. Window shades, table mats, tea cozies, lined picnic baskets, and so much more await your crafting pleasure. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

597944X MOLLIE MAKES WOODLAND FRIENDS: More Handmade Projects for the Home. Ed. by Lara Watson. The wide range of techniques including sewing, crochet, embroidery, papercrafts, and more. Each project is accompanied by clear step-by-step photography with hints and tips from the makers. 95 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95


Activities for Kids

560821X DINOSAURS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Dougall Dixon. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of dinosaurs. Choose the stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of dinosaurs! Contains more than 600 full color, easy to peel, reusable stickers. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. $9.95


4335570 ANIMALS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Andrea Pinnington. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of animals. Choose the stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of animals: put the extra stickers wherever you want! Over 600 full-color stickers in all. Gradeschoolers. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. $12.99 $6.99

2823853 RICHARD ScARRy’S BIG BUSY STICKER & ACTIVITY BOOK. Join Huckle Cat, Lowly Worm, and all their busy friends for pages and pages of super-sized sticky fun! Inside you’ll find mazes, word searches, connect the dots, doodling prompts, coloring puzzles, and more than 800 colorful stickers! Ages 5-7. Sterling. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6580147 HOME-MADE TOYS FOR GIRLS AND BOYS. By Albert Neely Hall. Originally published in 1915. From windmills and airplanes to dollhouses and spinning tops, now parents can create homemade toys reminiscent of years gone by. Simple diagrams and easy to follow instructions will inspire you and your children to tackle projects in a range of difficulty. Illustrated. 217 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6948628 JIGSAW STICKER BOOK. G. Espinosa & C. Renn. All the jigsaw puzzles have pieces missing. To finish them, you need to figure out which piece fits where. Enter this exciting jigsaw puzzle challenge! Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Price Stern Sloan. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

4606469 THE BIG BOOK OF BOY STUFF. By Bart King. Within these pages, boys can find a wealth of things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 292 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95
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$278066 CLASSIC SHIRLEY TEMPLE PAPER DOLLS IN FULL COLOR. Ed. by Gracey Piemontesi. This collection of classic Shirley Temple paper dolls includes the distinctive charm available once again to delight fans. Included are three full color dolls—each a different size. Youngsters can dress these dolls in 18 conversation-pleased and ruffled party dresses or pinadores for home and school. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperbound. $7.95.

6982182 LITTLE COOKS: Fun & Easy Recipes to Make with Your Kids. By Erin & Tatum Quon. From breakfast to snack time to supper, kids will learn how easy it is to make tasty food with mom and dad! Help your little ones make Chocolate Peanut Butter Brownies, Chicken Chow Mein, Mini Burgers with Sweet Potato Fries, and much more. Grossetes. Color tabs. 128 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 64 pages. Barron’s. 9 1/8 x 11 1/4. Paperbound. $9.95.

$6963988 BEST KIDS’ JOKES EVERY 2 VOLUME 2. Look inside and you’ll find more than 500 rib-tickling jokes about all your favorite topics including sports, food, and animals. Ages 6-9. 128 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperbound. $4.95.

6975386 DISNEY FROZEN SPARKLING STICKER DRESS-UP. Join your friends from Frozen who need your help! Dress Elsa and Anna for the coronation ball, or make Kristoff look handsome for a party with the more than 100 sparkly stickers included. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 24 pages. Parragon. 9 1/8 x 11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95.

6855709 THE JOKEIEST JOKE BOOK EVER WRITTEN...NO JOKES! By Kathi Wagner. You’ll never get bored again with this book of jokes. Packed with over 400 colorful stickers, more than 50 activities, and four sticker scenes, this fabulous book will keep Disney fans busy for hours. Ages 3 & up. Fully Illus. in color. 72 pages. Parragon. 8 1/8 x 10 1/4. Paperbound. $7.99.

5912016 BELLY LAUGH KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES FOR KIDS. By Ashley Albert. Packed with both classic and original knock-knock jokes to make readers keel over with laughter. Over 350 jokes in all, accompanied by witty drawings by illustrator Bethany Straker, and a button that makes the book laugh with you! Ages 5 & up. 136 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95.


5819229 EAT YOUR SCIENCE HOMEWORK: Recipes for Inquiring Minds. By Ann McCallum. Cooking is chemistry! Put on your apron—or lab coat—and head for the kitchen. This collection of unique recipes and scrumptious science facts will fill you up with tasty treats and yummy ideas. Observe gravity while baking Black Hole Swallow-Ups. Munch on Molecular Cupcakes while Atomic Popcorn makes a fundraiser hit. Homework has never been this delicious. Ages 10 & up. Fully Illus. in color. 48 pages. Chartwell. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95.


584830X FANTASTIC PRESS-OUT FLYING BIRDS. By Richard Merrick. These realistic, full-color paper bird models couldn’t be easier to make—and they really fly! Just press along the perforations, fold according to the instructions, add a pair of very light dots for weight, then send it soaring skyward in long, straight glides or loop sweeps. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8 1/8 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

6708293 THE AMAZING 50 STATES MAZE BOOK. By Scott Sullivan. Contains clever, one-of-a-kind mazes depicting all 50 states, to allow you to trace a path to make a map of America. Grades 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. Barron’s. 9 1/16 x 11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95.

6960308 MONSTERS: Over 1000 Reusable Stickers! By Lisa Regan. Over 1,000 bright and funny stickers provide hours of creative play for little hands. The fun activities and stickers also help develop dexterity and eye-hand coordination. Ages 5 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS. Fully Iillus. in color. 64 pages. Price Stern Sloan. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99. $3.95.

6963978 BEST KIDS’ JOKES EVER! VOLUME 1. Look inside and you’ll find more than 325 uproariously funny knock-knock jokes about all your favorite animals including dogs, cats, monkeys, and more plus tons of cartoons that make them even funnier. Ages 6-9, 128 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperbound. $4.95.

5681528 EYELIKE BABY ANIMALS: 400 REUSABLE STICKERS. Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, these baby animal peel and place stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art. Preschoolers. Fully Illus. in color. Workman. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperbound. $5.95.

5730532 BEST KIDS’ KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES EVER! VOLUME 2. You’ll find more than 325 hilarious knock-knock jokes about all your favorite things including food, animals, and school plus tons of cartoons that make the jokes even funnier. Ages 6-9. 126 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperbound. $4.95.

5102016 DISNEY PRINCESS STICKER IT! Packed with both classic and original knock-knock jokes to make readers keel over with laughter. Over 350 jokes in all, accompanied by witty drawings by illustrator Bethany Straker, and a button that makes the book laugh with you! Ages 5 & up. 136 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95.


5693994 BEST KIDS’ KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES EVER! VOLUME 1. You’ll find more than 325 side-splitting knock-knock jokes about all your favorite topics including animals, food, and school plus tons of cartoons that make the jokes even funnier. Ages 6-9. 126 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperbound. $4.95.

6602878 DISNEY PRINCESS 1000 STICKERS. Includes 1,000 beautiful stickers and over 60 puzzles and activities to complete using those stickers. Join all your favorite princess friends for fun and adventure! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Parragon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95.

**Activities for Kids**

- **6818552 EYELIKE ON THE FARM: 400 Reusable Stickers.** A great collection of stickers for windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, featuring horses, sheep, ducks, and more! Create your own work of art, anywhere and anytime. Preschoolers. Fully in color. Workman. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **6390113 2000 STICKER ADVENTURE: 36 Exciting and Extreme Activities!** By Ben Hubbard. Easy to follow step-by-step instructions to create wild, wacky, and wonderful animals, monsters, and fearless superheroes. Doodle, color, and choose from 2,000 stickers to complete each page! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. 8 1/4x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $8.99

- **6975283 THE ALICE IN WONDERLAND CREATIVITY BOOK: Over 150 Reusable Stickers.** By Penny Worms. Get creative with this topsy-turvy world—make sense of a spot the difference tea party with the Mad Hatter, navigate through the White Rabbit’s maze and dare to decorate the Queen of Heart’s garden with stickers. Gorgeously illustrated with stunning artwork, this is both a title to treasure and get creative with! Ages 6 & up. 80 pages. Carlton. 7x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $9.95

- **6818444 EYELIKE DINOSAURS: 400 Reusable Stickers.** Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, these peel and place dinosaur stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art. Preschoolers. Fully in color. Workman. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


- **6733808 LEARN TO DRAW ANIMALS: How to Draw Like an Artist in 5 Easy Steps.** Do you want to learn the secrets to drawing animals? In this guide you’ll find step-by-step instructions, you can snap together a 3-D model to make and learn the secrets! Who would have guessed learning to draw could be so easy? Super simple step by step instructions show you how to transform shapes and lines into all different kinds of animals. It’s easier than ever to put pencil to paper and create a masterpiece. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. PI. 8x10 1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

- **6890615X THE LEGO NEIGHBORHOOD BOOK: Build Your Own Town!** By Brian & Jason Lyles. You’ll create buildings with real world details like cornices and facades, and try your hand at interior design as you fill in with furniture and light fixtures. With step by step instructions, you can snap together a few houses, shops, and apartment buildings to create your own neighborhood. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. No Starch. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

- **5810019 DISNEY FAIRIES WINTER WONDERLAND REUSABLE STICKER BOOK.** By Celeste Sisler. Journey to the Winter Woods with your favorite fairies in this fun and frosty sticker activity book. Help the fairies stay warm by dressing them up in their winter outfits, including their cozy hats and mittens, play tic-tac-toe, and more. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Little, Brown. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

- **6736358 THE DRAGON TATTOO BOOK.** By Paul Virr. Packed with terrific temporary tattoos of fearsome dragons. Each of the 24 tattoos is complemented with interesting illustrated features so you can discover their secrets and travel into the hidden realms of the dragon. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Parragon. 8 1/8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

- **6612261 PAPERMADE PAPER PUPS: 20 Easy-to-Make Puppies.** By Daniel Stark. Create your own collection of 20 colorful, cartoonish, and undeniably cute canine friends with this unique activity book. Each pup design is pre-cut and scored so you can simply punch them out and put them up with easy to follow instructions. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. powerHouse Books. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

- **2781670 A SEA VOYAGE: A Pop-Up Story About All Sorts of Boats.** By L.B. Friel & J.A. Erickson. You can sail your way through a ship or dump a load of letters into a crucisoss, mix up some words in a scramble, or load the correct answer in a math puzzle. There are codes to crack, jigsaws to complete, and more. Solutions included. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. 144 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **2804220 MY FIRST Joke BOOK.** By Paul Virr, illus. by A. Enright et al. This easy to read book is jam packed with jokes about animals, food, sports, and more! So get ready to laugh out loud! Ages 5 & up. 10x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99

**See more titles at erhbc.com/663 - 27 -**
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**278272X UNDER THE SEA: Fingerprint Fun.** By Kate Daubney. Create amazing art using just your fingers. Fill the sea with fierce sharks, crabs, snappers, and even some octopus to make some beautiful spongy art. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 9x10¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $7.95

**6911919 TURN THIS BOOK INTO A BEEHIVE! And 19 Other Experiments and Activities That Explore the Amazing World of Bees by Susan Brannon.** Find out all the types of bees; why bees are critical to our food supply; and how bees Live with the activities included in this fun volume. And yes, you can turn this book into a hive for Mason Bees! Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 92 pages. Workman. 9½x10½. Pub. at $9.99

**9688828 LEGO STAR WARS IDEAS BOOK.** By Hannah Dolan et al. Find a galaxy full of LEGO Star Wars ideas to build from activities and art, games, challenges, to practical makes and your very own inventions. This fun guide offers 200 imaginative play and building ideas. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11. Pub. at $19.99

**2804212 FUN WITH CHALK: Hands-On Art!** By Paul Vitr, illus. by K. Daubney. Decorate, doodle, and smudge your way to amazing chalk pictures! Featuring simple step-by-step directions to draw, and loads of room for trying out new techniques, this is the perfect resource for creative kids everywhere. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $18.95

**2877460 FOAM CRAFTS FOR KIDS.** Ed. by Suzanne McNeill et al. Filled with more than 100 fantastic projects for young children. Boys and girls will love the incredible range of fun ideas. Foam is such a versatile material that's super easy to work with. You'll find projects perfect for rainy days, parties, camp activities, and after school projects. Projects include directions and templates. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Design Originals. 8½x10 Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**2802201 DISNEY IDEAS BOOK.** By Elizabeth Dowsett. Features more than 100 family favorite characters, and creative projects and activities, to help your imagination run wild! Includes party games, puzzles, papercraft, and many more fun and practical activities. With these Disney ideas, you'll never be bored again. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9½x11. Pub. at $24.99

**2777517 MAKING INVENTIVE WOODEN TOYS: 33 Wild & Wacky Projects Ideal for STEAM Education.** By Bob Gilsdorf. Filled with 33 high octane, exciting, and slightly bizarre toys for kids and parents to build together. These creative projects combine ingenuity and woodworking with real life lessons in science, technology, engineering, art, and math! Each project includes patterns and how to directions. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**2782516 DISCOVERY GLOBE.** By Leon Gray, illus. by S. Edmonds. Build your own easy-to-make globe, then find out all the cool places in the world. Includes Eyebot, the Octo Squid and more! Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Big Picture Press. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $19.99

**2787423 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 PUZZLES.** By Aleksandra Artyomowska. We are going around the world! Take yourself on a fantastical journey to collect puzzles to unpick and meandering mazes to wander through. There are 80 challenges to complete. Can you solve them all? Solutions included. 8½x10½. Big Picture Press. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $19.99

**6942873 FERRARI HIDE & SEEK.** Ed. by Margherita Vecchialli, illus. by V. Pezzi. Includes activities that invite children to find the hidden Ferrari, identify the real driver, find the hidden Ferrari, locate the driver’s lost key, and more. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. Franco Cosimo Panini. 9½x12¼. Import. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


**6678610 JUST JOOKING: More Than 1,000 Hilarious Jokes for Kids.** By Lisa Regan. Are you a fan of splitting jokes and nick-tickling puns? Then you’ve come to the right place. Whether you’re looking for classic jokes or brand new laughs there’s a whole wealth of wisecracks to keep you laughing for days. They’re perfect for sharing with friends and family. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**5979889 THE BIG BOOK OF BOY STUFF.** By Bart King. Within these pages, boys can find a wealth of things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Ages 8 & up. Illustrated. 314 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**6652025 PAPERMADE PAPER BOATS: 20 Easy-to-Make Robots.** By Daniel Stark. Each of the exquisite, pre-cut and scored robots are ever needed. Create the WorryBot, the EyeBot, the Octo Squid and more! Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99


**6886891 DINOSAUR DOT-TO-DOTS.** By Jo Moon. Full of interesting facts and fun and exciting scenes to complete. Connect the dots to bring the most amazing dinosaurs to life! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**6892191 SAY CHEESE! A Kid’s Guide to Cheese Making with Recipes for Mozzarella, Cream Cheese, Feta & Other Favorites.** By Ricki & Sarah Carroll. Learn how easy it is to make 10 delicious cheeses, including cream cheese, mozzarella, and feta, at home! Then enjoy your hand crafted creations in tasty dips and spreads, melted into sandwiches, or made into sweet treats. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95

**6885373 PANTONE STICKER BOOK.** Decorate your world with PANTONE color stickers and posters! With over 1,000 stickers and about the glorious pull-out posters, there are unlimited possibilities for creative readers to go color crazy. Ages 10 & up. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**692191 SAY CHEESE! A Kid’s Guide to Cheese Making with Recipes for Mozzarella, Cream Cheese, Feta & Other Favorites.** By Ricki & Sarah Carroll. Learn how easy it is to make 10 delicious cheeses, including cream cheese, mozzarella, and feta, at home! Then enjoy your hand crafted creations in tasty dips and spreads, melted into sandwiches, or made into sweet treats. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95

**2012614 THE RENAISSANCE ARTISTS WITH HISTORY PROJECTS FOR KIDS.** By Diane C. Taylor. Introduces children to the Italian Renaissance as it was experienced by five of the world’s most renowned artists; Botticelli, da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael, and Titian. Kids learn about the biographies of the Renaissance artists through an exploration of three or four major works of art that defined that artist’s career. Ages 10-15. Fully illus. in color. 106 pages. Nomad Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**SOLD OUT**

**6668891 Dinosaur Dot-To-Dots.** By Jo Moon. Full of interesting facts and fun and exciting scenes to complete. Connect the dots to bring the most amazing dinosaurs to life! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**SOLD OUT**

**6652025 PAPERMADE PAPER BOATS: 20 Easy-to-Make Robots.** By Daniel Stark. Each of the exquisite, pre-cut and scored robots are ever needed. Create the WorryBot, the EyeBot, the Octo Squid and more! Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99


**5979889 THE BIG BOOK OF BOY STUFF.** By Bart King. Within these pages, boys can find a wealth of things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Ages 8 & up. Illustrated. 314 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**SOLD OUT**

**6652025 PAPERMADE PAPER BOATS: 20 Easy-to-Make Robots.** By Daniel Stark. Each of the exquisite, pre-cut and scored robots are ever needed. Create the WorryBot, the EyeBot, the Octo Squid and more! Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99
Activities for Kids

6833365 MASTERCUTS PAPER CRAFTS: Cut and paste to create paper cutouts. By Susan N. Clukey. Published at $12.99.

6969777 THIS IS MAGRITTE. By Patricia Allmer. This Belgian artist’s biography is a key element of his art. His life is infused with bizarre moments, a surreal journey between fact and fiction that he always conducted as the straight faced bowler hatted man. Grades 7-10. Fully illus. in color, 80 pages. Laurence King. Import, Pub at $15.95.

6847739 SIDE-SPLITTING KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES FOR KIDS. By Bob Phillips. In this book, with your friends, or at home, you’ll laugh till it hurts at these gut-busters. Ages 10 & up. 112 pages. Harvest House. Paperback.


6847463 FLAT-OUT AWESOME KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES FOR KIDS. By Bob Phillips. Prepare to encounter some goofy guffaws and zany zingers that you can use to impress your family and friends, honing your skill in the art of hilarity! Ages 10 & up. 112 pages. Harvest House. Paperback.


6832733 MY FIRST ACTIVITY BOOK. By Lisa Hagan et al. This fantastic collection of simple and exciting activities will keep your little ones entertained for hours on end. Inside, you’ll find: magical mazes to explore; super-cute things to spot; and fun, step-by-step sketching. Ages 4 & up. 256 pages. Archie Bus. 9x10%. Paperback Import. Pub at $14.99. $11.95

6931286 MY MONSTER BUBBLEWRITER BOOK. By Linda Scott. Inspires and encourages creativity with both words and drawing. It teaches children how to create cool hand lettering, using their imaginations to create crazy alphabets—from monster inspired scripts to patchwork letters. Grades 1-3. Princeton Architectural. 10¾x14¾. Pub. at $29.95.


6751333 WHIZZ KID CROSSWORDS. By Joe Fullman. Crammed with over 80 fantastic puzzles to test your word power—whether you’re a complete beginner or a puzzle ninja! Solutions provided. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color 94% of pages. Paperback Import. Pub at $9.95. $7.95


6921144 FOREST SCHOOL ADVENTURE: Outdoor Skills and Play for Children. By N. Walsme & D. Westall. Whether in an organized setting, a group of friends or a family outing, the fun-filled exercises, outdoor games included in this accessible guide will build confidence and result in happy and energized children. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback Import. Pub at $22.95. $17.95

6920861 THE BIG BOOK OF 100 OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Packed with things to do that will get your child outdoors these pages range from spurl of the moment creative play to mini projects with step by step instructions. Ranging from making a bug hotel and growing their own pizza toppings to leather printing and growing a garden color hunt, there is something to suit everyone! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback Import. Pub at $19.95.

685642X THE SPACE CRAFT BOOK. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Contains 15 easy to make projects for budding space explorers. Includes clear step by step instructions and handy templates, ideas for a space party, and how to build your very own rocket den. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼%. Paperback Import. Pub at $9.95.

6942881 FERRARI MACHINES. Ed. by Margherita Vecchiati, illus. by V. Pozzi. Invites children to follow routes, whether it be an office at the Ferrari factory, the finish line at the F1 Grand Prix, the path through a circuit or simply flying over the screwdriver in the Ferrari workshop, and more. Solutions are included. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. Franco Cosimo Panini. 9x12¼%. Import, Pub at $25.00.

6099661 PIRATES & POMPOS: How to Make Children’s Toys and Costumes. By S. Big & B. Bell. Only 8 easy cutting, sticking and sewing skills are required to make handmade costumes, toys and props. Projects include eye patches, a telescope, stuffed animal friends, leaf bunting, and much more. Each project includes a simple technique, tools and materials list, instructions. 144 pages. Laurence King.

2736594 CUTEST ANIMALS STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. Cuddle up with kittens, coo over baby pandas, and splash with sea animals, as you fill up with 1,000 stickers of cute animals; fun skill-building puzzles like mazes and matching; tons of amazing facts; and more. Grades 1-2. Full Illus. 40 pages. National Geographic. 7x¼ of 10%.

5910254 MATH LAB FOR KIDS. By R. Rapport & J.A. Yoder. Get ready for a new way to learn and enjoy math! Shares more than 50 hands on activities that make learning about math fun by drawing and building shapes, solving puzzles, and playing games. Everything you need to Watershed activities can be found in this guide or around your house. Hints and solutions included. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. 8¼x8¾%. Paperback. Pub at $22.95.

5942527 DOCTOR WHO-TIME TRAVELLER’S JOURNAL. By Natalie Barnes. This time travel diary book, it will allow you to destroy monsters, design gadgets, and create new worlds. Use your imagination with the fun drawing projects and other activities that fill the pages of this compendium of all things Doctor Who. Ages 7-10. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $13.99.

580259X DISNEY INFINITY OFFICIAL STICKER BOOK. By Catherine Such. Explore the worlds of Disney and Disney/Pixar films, and meet the Disney Infinity heroes, including Mr. Incredible, Captain Jack Sparrow, Sulley, and many more. Complete the activities and create your own sticker scenes with over 1,000 awesome stickers. Ages 4-7. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3.

FULLY ILLUS. IN COLOR, 93 PAGES. PUFFIN BOOKS. PAPERBACK IMPORT. $3.95.
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6802028 DRESSING UP FUN: Make Your Own Costumes at Home! By Rebekah Joy Shirley. Have you ever wished you could be a pirate, a robot, a princess, a knight, or a fairy? This guide gives you the chance to transform yourself into your best-loved characters. Includes step-by-step instructions to show you how to create fantastic costumes from everyday objects found around the house. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $1.95

5978254 STAR WARS VILE VILLAGERS ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By Matt Jones & A theme inspired by the Star Wars universe, with over 1,000 colorful stickers, this fiendishly fun book is packed full of spooky places, terrifying monsters, and vicious villains. Ages 6-9. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

680473X JUSTICE LEAGUE MEGA STICKER BOOK. Packed with activities that let you crack top secret codes with the help of Cyborg. Guide The Flash to victory through a tortuous maze. Read about the amazing Amazon warrior that is Wonder Woman. And complete a quiz to discover what you know about the Justice League. Includes answers. Ages 5-12. Fully illus., in color. 40 pages. Insight Editions. Pub. at $7.95. $7.95

67585271 STAR WARS–THE LAST JEDI ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By David Fentiman. The galaxy is at war! Only Rey and the brave Resistance can save the day. Discover amazing new heroes, villains, aliens, and vehicles. Includes more than 1,000 stickers of main characters, locations, vehicles and props. Use your extra stickers to make your own movie scenes! Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Firefly. 9¾x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $4.95

6804748 JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Official Guide. Do you want to know about all your favorite Justice league heroes? This official guide to the Justice League gives details about the movie’s characters, their abilities and vehicles, and even where they’re from. Filled with action-packed film stills, it’s perfect for Justice League fans. Ages 8-12. Fully illus., in color. 72 pages. Insight Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $7.95


6706681 COLOR BY NUMBERS FAIRY TALES. Arcturus. 9½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

655539X LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY PLANES. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

6683800 THE BIG BOOK OF 100 LITTLE ACTIVITIES. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

678268X FRANK STAR UNLEASHED! By Tim Bugbird. Fully illus. in color. Make Believe Ideas. Pub. at $7.95. $3.95

5866618 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY CLASSIC ANIMATED MOVIES. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. SOLD OUT

5802377 THE BOOK OF KNIGHTS: LEGO NEXO Knights. By Julia March. 79 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

Children’s Titles

6576524 OUR 50 STATES: A Family Adventure Across America. By Lynne Cheney. Illus. by R.C. Glasser. Go on an unforgettable tour of America through the Everglades of Florida to the grasslands of Kentucky to the Sierra Mountains of California. Traveling from state to state to amazing state, you’ll learn about the most interesting regional and historic facts along the way. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 74 pages. S&S. 9½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

2792557 RICHARD SCARRY’S BEST LITTLE WORD BOOK EVER! Teach your child over 200 words with Huckle Cat and Lowly Worm in this beautifully illustrated board book. Ages 3-6. Golden. Pub. at $7.97. $5.95

3655066 PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT FRACTIONS, DECIMALS, AND PERCENTS. By Erin Muschla-Berry. If your student needs extra help with fractions, decimals, and percents, this invaluable resource has it all. Featuring exercises on almost every page, it offers plenty of opportunities for practice, practice, practice. Perfect for ages 6-12. 168 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00. $4.95

2814080 A RAILWAY ABC. By Jack Townsend. Take a rhyming ride on the rails in this vintage ABC edition, originally published in 1942. Beautifully reproduced lithograph illustrations and gently humorous rhymes will captivate children and adults alike. All ages. Ages 2-5. $9.95

CD 582089X CHILDHOOD MEMORIES: Timeless Children’s Classics from the Golden Age of Radio. Forty vintage children’s favorites and timeless classics from the Golden Age of radio include The Ugly duckling by Danny Kaye, The Teddy Bear’s Picnic by Henry Hall & the BBC Dance Orchestra; I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly by Burt Ives; On the Good Ship Lollipop by Shirley Temple; and much more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music. $9.95

5819369 MY FIRST KNITTING BOOK. By C. Montgomery & F. Golbe. Learn to knit for hours of fun. Make easy scarves, hats, toys, and much more. Learn basic stitches, increasing and decreasing, changing color, and finishing touches. Projects include a panda hat, mouse mittens, a rainbow jazzy cushion, and much more. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

5971866 DUMP TRUCKS AND OTHER BIG MACHINES: Mighty Machines. By Ian Graham. Big bold pictures and easy to read text make this a fun edition about cars, off-road vehicles, and racing cars! Ages 6-10. 24 pages. Firefly. 9½x10¼. Paperback. $4.95


578294X TRAINS: MIGHTY MACHINES. By Jean Coppendale. Big bold pictures and easy to read text make this a fun edition about steam trains, sky trains, and sleeping trains! Ages 6-10. 24 pages. Firefly. 9½x10¼. Paperback. $4.95

5782921 TRACTORS AND FARM VEHICLES: Mighty Machines. By Jean Coppendale. Big bold pictures and easy to read text make this a fun edition about tractors, farm vehicles, and combine harvesters, seed drills and tractor pulls! Ages 6-10. 24 pages. Firefly. 9½x10¼. Paperback. $4.95

673183X FIRE TRUCKS AND RESCUE VEHICLES: Mighty Machines. By Jean Coppendale. Ambulances, police cars, helicopters, firetrucks and more! If these mighty rescue vehicles make your young child’s eyes sparkle, this colorful volume is for you. Features big, bold pictures, easy-to-read type, and simple text for youngsters. Ages 4 & up. 24 pages. Paperback. $4.95
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★ 6683525 DISNEY WHO’S WHO: A to Z of Disney Characters. By Brooke Vitale. Get to know more about your favorite Disney character—and meet some you may not know in this comprehensive, fully illustrated guide. With more than 600 movie-by-movie character bios and a whole host of fun facts, you’ll be a Disney expert in time! 9 x 11. 432 pages. Disney. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95


★ 697287X EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO ACE ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS IN ONE BIG WORKBOOK. Ed. by B. Le Dun & D. Nayeri. If you’re not loving your textbook and you’re not so great at taking notes in class, this workbook will help. It hits all the major points of English Language Arts. Vocabulary words are highlighted in yellow, definitions in green, and important people, places, and terms are written in blue ink. Ages 11-14. Illus. in color. 488 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


★ 683806 100 FIRST WORDS. Illus. by Dawn Machell. Bright pictures and labels to encourage children to look, point, and learn. Ages 1 & up. Fully illus. in color. Silver Dolphin. $3.95

★ 6954028 HIGHLIGHTS WRITE-ON WIPE-FREE LET’S WRITE WORDS. Offers a unique blend of engaging writing activities with puzzles that increase writing confidence and build fine motor skills. With the write-on, wipe-off pages and included dry-erase marker, every child can enjoy every activity countless times. Ages 3-6. Well illus. in color. 56 pages. Highlights for Children. $4.95

★ 5911583 EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO ACE MATH IN ONE BIG WORKBOOK. By Allan Peterson. If you’re not loving your textbook and you’re not so great at taking notes in class, this workbook will help. Vocabulary words are highlighted in yellow, definitions in green, and important people, places, dates, and terms are written in blue ink. Learn and remember what you need to ace your math class. Ages 11-14. Illus. in color. 518 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 2787911 MY NEIGHBORHOOD. By Madde Frost. Say hello to everyone in the neighborhood and tour around town in a text that’s indestructible. These are made for babies to hold, chew, pull, and bend without any tearing. Made with nontoxic, 100% washable material. For Ages 0 & up! Fully illus. in color. Workman. Paperback. $4.95

★ 278789X HELLO, FARM! By Madde Frost. Who munches the grass? Hungry Cows! Who rubs his nose? A Friendly Cat! Who greets the day? Growing roosters! Say hello to farm animals in a text that’s indestructible. These are made for babies to hold, chew, pull, and bend without any ripping or tearing. Made with nontoxic, 100% washable material. For Ages 0 & up! Fully illus. in color. Workman. Paperback. $4.95

★ 6591701 GET READY FOR SCHOOL CURSIVE. By Heather Steila. This entertaining workbook will help your child master cursive upper- and lowercase letter formation, while using that skill to rewrite famous quotes and funny jokes, as well as perfect their personal signature. Provides practice space for tons of fun and educational activities with its reusable wipe-off practice space and dry-erase marker. 219 activities and 247 illustrations. Grades 2, 3, and 4. Ring bound. 126 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 10½ x 8½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


6873847 NUMBERS: Pull Out and Play Books. Illus. by Vicky Barker. This pull out board book is designed for your child as the perfect introduction to numbers, with colorful illustrations and simple words. Preschool. Really Decent Books. $8.95

★ 6917749 KINDERGARTEN MATH SKILLS: Star Wars Workbooks. By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math concepts including counting and writing numbers 0-20, fact families, 1-digit addition and subtraction, and more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8½ x 11¼. $6.95

6989550 THE SECRET SUBWAY. By Silana Corey. Way back before there were subways in New York City–pushcarts and wagons rolled, stagecoaches and buggies jumbled, and people pressed their way through it all, trying to not get run over. Something had to be done! Here’s the astonishing true story of New York City’s first underground train. Ages 4 & up. Well illus. in color. Schwarz & Wads. 10½ x 10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95


6972856 THE BOOK OF WILDLIFE SPECTACULAR SPORTS SCIENCE: 54 All-Star Experiments. By Sean Connolly. Here are 54 all-star experiments that show the scientific principles powering a variety of sports and activities, and offer insights that can help you improve your own athletic skills. Using common household objects, each project includes step by step instructions, tips, and an explanation why it worked. Ages 8 & up. 244 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 6965318 VISUAL GUIDE TO MATH: A First Reference Book for Children. By Karen Wilding. Learn all about counting, numbers, subtracting, and more with this helpful visual guide. Key math topics are clearly explained with useful diagrams to help children develop basic math skills. Colorful images and charts make tricky concepts easy to understand. Supports STEM curricula. Ages 4 to 8. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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**688035** HOW TO BE AN ENGINEER. Ed. by Shannon Beatty. Being an engineer is about looking at the world and trying to figure out how things work. This reference guide will help you investigate engineering ideas. It's packed with fun activities and projects that let you answer lots of tricky questions and help you understand the world around you. Ages 7-9. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Workman. Pub. at $11.95

**691263** 123 DREAM. By Kim Krans. Elevates the simple activity of counting with pen and ink drawings of unusual animals and scenes of natural beauty. Delicate watercolor accents, an infusion of all of counting with pen and ink drawings of unusual animals and scenes. 67 pages. Workman. Pub. at $8.95

**6984347** MY AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL. Illus. by Katie Melrose. A timely message of hope and American unity! This beautifully illustrated feature treasures iconic locations around the U.S. and a touch feel flocking finger trail that weaves around illustrations. Text is based on the classic song America the Beautiful. Ages 3 to 6 years. Familius. Pub. at $12.99

**2778718** CELEBRATE! A Heroic Halloween. By Megan Johnson, illus. by S. Sirouse. Dressing up as real and imaginary heroes, these kids enjoy neighborhood trick or treating and community festival fun. Learn how to stay safe during Halloween with this fun boardbook! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. MWP. Pub. at $7.95

**2788462** I DIG BATHTIME! By Brooke Jorden, illus. by E. Ladatko. Trucks dig bathtime! Join Steamroller and the other construction trucks as they scrub a dub dub! This adorable board book helps families read and laugh together. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $12.99


**5847907** BRAIN-COMPATIBLE ACTIVITIES: Grades K-2. By David A. Sousa. This essential resource provides ready-to-use, brain-compatible activities that feature some of the following strategies: graphic organizers, mnemonics devices, cooperative learning, and music to stimulate brain activity and creativity. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. 96 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

**2788474** FOURTEEN ANIMALS. By Gabe Pyle. There are absolutely no octopuses in this book! This remarkable board book helps families read and laugh together. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $9.99

**6984339** THE LITTLE I WHO LOST HIS DOT. By Kimberly Gard, illus. by S. Sonke. Little I can’t wait to meet his friends at school, but there’s just one problem: he can’t find his dot anywhere! Each letter offers a replacement—but nothing seems quite right. Adorable illustrations teach alphabet letters and sounds with a surprising and satisfying ending to Little I’s search. Ages 3 and up. Familius. 8½x10½. Pub. at $16.99

**3618390** SMITHSONIAN CARS, TRAINS, SHIPS & PLANES: A Visual Encyclopedia of Every Vehicle. By Clive Gifford. Packed with more than 1,000 incredible images and full of fascinating facts, this book is a visual treat for land, air, and sea. Hit the road in a red-hot supercar, take a ticket for a high-speed train, book your passage on a luxury liner, and climb into the cockpit of a supersonic plane. Ages 5-9. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. SOLD OUT

**9811641** BUNK 9’S GUIDE TO GROWING UP: Secrets, Tips, and Expert Advice on the Good, the Bad & the Awkward. By Adah Nuchi, illus. by M. Hunt. Filled with facts, tips, advice, and illustrations, this guide is packed with all you need to know about growing up. Filled with info that you’ll actually want to read. From periods, bras, and hormones to nutrition, exercise, and sleep, it’s the head-to-toe guide to not only surviving puberty but totally owning it! Ages 8-12. 190 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**5822326** TOTALLY SEA CREATURES. By Dennis Schatz. The world of sea creatures is brought to life with this kit. Includes a captivating text about the different sea creatures; mix-and-match pieces to assemble five models of sea creatures; 24 fact cards; and a poster. Ages 8 & up. Silver Dolphin. 9½x11½. Pub. at $19.95

**2788468** MY FIRST BABY SIGNS. By P Conigliaro & T.W. Yu. At six months your baby knows what she wants, but just can’t say it yet. Sign language is a proven replacement—but nothi ng seems quite right. Each letter offers a

---
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**6841325 BEADING FROM NATURE: Creating Jewelry with Stones from the Earth.** By Crystal McDougall. Two books in one—an introduction to beading techniques, plus a compendium of almost fifty fabulous projects. Includes step-by-step instructions for basic beading techniques, and projects which include earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Sixth&Spring. 9½x11½. Spiralbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

**6730140 BEAD NECKLACES: Threads Selects.** By Susan Beal. Includes more than a dozen designs, such as a Caribbean Collar Necklace, Fiery Heart Necklace and a Diamonds and Drops Collar Necklace. Plus a special techniques section for bead stringing, wirework and other jewelry making know-how. Color photos. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  $3.95

**6618847 BEADWORK: A World Guide.** By C. Crabtree & P. Stallebrass. A veritable feast for the eyes, this globe-trotting catalog takes readers across cultures and continents to discover the astounding diversity of traditional beadwork. Stunningly illustrated with regional photographs, showcasing vibrant pieces from across North and South America, Africa, Eastern Europe, Australia and more. 206 pages. 9½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  $9.95

**2817012 THE ART & TRADITION OF BEADWORK.** By Marsha C. Bol. This collection of beaded works is about working beads resulting in beadwork, and what a collective of beads can portray on a subject. Each pattern reveals about the intentions of its makers or users. From a beaded dress found in an ancient tomb to the beaded fringe on a 1920s Parisian flapper's dress. Fully illus. in color. 10¾x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00  $24.95

**6836372 MINDFUL BEADS: 20 Inspiring Ideas for Stringing and Personalizing Your Own Mala and Prayer Beads, Plus Their Meanings.** By Alice Feck. Discover the stories and the meaning behind 20 types of beads, including malas, prayer beads, rosaries, worry beads, and more. Learn how to instill them with significance as you string your own beads, and then incorporate that meaning, protection, and intention into your life. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

**5970075 500 BEAD WEAVING PATTERNS FOR BRACELETS.** By Emilie Ramon. Weaving beaded bracelets on a small loom is easy, and with the 500 patterns in this guide you can make endless kinds of creative designs from bold graphic prints to animals and flowers to retro or southwestern motifs. Each pattern shows how many and what kind of beads to use, as well as step instructions for beading the placement of every bead. Fully illus. in color. 177 pages. Stackpole. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

**6567754 SILVER SOLDERING SIMPLIFIED.** By Scott David Plumlee. With just a specialty silver paste, a soldering board, and a few simple tools you can make intricate metal jewelry designs right off your kitchen table. This guide breaks down all you need to know to join the simplified metalsmithing revolution, including 23 lue print step-by-step instructions in color. 160 pages. Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $9.95

**2792117 CHAINED: Create Gorgeous Chain Mail Jewelry One Ring at a Time.** By Rebeca Mojica. Whether you’re new to chain mail or a seasoned weaver, this guide will introduce you to the new Explode Combination method of creating intricate designs, in a new way. Start out with information on materials and techniques before moving on to a selection of projects for rings, earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and more. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8½x11½. Spiralbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $3.95

**5768535 THE ART OF FORGOTTEN THINGS: Creating Jewelry from Objects with Style.** By Melanie Doerman. Give found objects new life in gorgeous necklaces and bracelets made with one of a kind components that evoke a mysterious past. Doerman will teach you how to transform treasured mementos into meaningful and lovely works of wearable art with bead-stringing, wirework, and mixed-media techniques. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $3.95

**6959667 ANCIENT WORLDS MODERN BEADS.** By Mortira Natasha van Pelt. Each of the 66 projects in this guide has a suggestion for how to advance with step by step instructions and diagrams for each, along with a full materials list. Discover the gorgeous array of techniques used to create stunning necklaces, bracelets and earrings in this guide. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Barron’s. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $7.95

**6704336 MASTERRING HERRINGBONE STITCH: The Complete Guide.** By Melinda Jacobs. In an overview of the technique of herringbone stitch, you’ll learn the basics of creating flat bands, then advance into circular, tubular, and spiral variations of the stitch. A collection of celebrated designers also demonstrate a range of styles in 21 step by step projects with many variations. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Interweave. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $3.95

**6864031 BEAUTIFUL BRACELETS BY HAND.** By Jade Gedeon. Take your outfit and crafting up a notch with attention-grabbing bracelets inspired by one of the hottest trends: the most fashionable jewelry line in the country. Here are 75 of the designer’s favorites, along with the secrets for making talk of the town adornments. Includes step by step instructions and materials lists. 223 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $6.95

**5913624 SIMPLY STUNNING JEWELRY: A Treasury of Projects, Techniques, and Inspiration.** By Nancy Alden. This comprehensive guide offers 100 of the best projects from revered bead experts. Gives you all the step by step instructions and inspiration you’ll need to create necklaces, bracelets, and earrings that perfectly suit your taste—and cost a mere fraction of the commercial retail price. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $4.95

**2792985 BEAD JEWELRY 101, 2ND EDITION.** By Karen & Ann Mitchell. The authors expertly guide you through the basics of making bead jewelry, and then provide over thirty projects that teach the techniques for making endless jewelry designs. Each project is accompanied by detailed step by step instructions and photographs, along with variations. 200 pages. Creative Publishing-min. 25%

Jewelry Making

**5873634 DIY STAMPED METAL JEWELRY.** By Adrienne Surin. Features 30 one of a kind projects, with step by step instructions for beautiful stamped jewelry. Includes a list of tools to purchase, basic tools and the various metals needed, and some simple techniques for bracelets, earrings, rings and necklaces. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $3.95

**5929385 DECORATIVE KNOT CRAFT: Over 20 Innovative Knotting & Macrame Accessories.** By Kim Sang Lan. Bring the ancient Asian knot craft of macadepu into the 21st century with this guide to one of the Orient’s oldest crafts traditions. Learn how to tie simple knots, from a basic double connection to the more intricate plum blossom and butterfly knots to create head turning accessories and uniquely elegant jewelry. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 9½x12. Spiralbound. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95
Jewelry Making

670307X DROP EARRINGS: Threads Selects. By Susan Beat. Projects include duo earrings, trio earrings, modern drop earrings, circle drop earrings, and low and dangling earrings. Plus a special techniques section with bead stringing, wirework, and other jewelry making know-how. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  
$3.95


6906018 SIMPLY STYLISH CHAIN & METAL JEWELRY. Ed. by From the Publisher of BeadStyle Magazine. Make your own necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and jewelry sets with metal chain and metal projects presented here. Each can easily be made with no special metalworking skills: there’s no soldering, riveting, or flame involved. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

6921515 HEMP MACRAME: 20 Easy Boho Chic Designs. By Jenny Townley. Learn how to create beautiful knots to make delicately stitched macrame projects, many of which evoke the beach. Other materials such as sea glass and driftwood are used as lovely embellishments on some of the designs. Create projects like Sea Turtle Spiral Bracelet; Boho Chic Earrings; Lariat Necklace; and more. Fully illus. in color. 122 pages. North Light. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

6925896 WIRED BEAUTIFUL: 30+ Jewelry Projects to Hammer, Coil, Spiral and Twist. By Heidi Boyd. These 30+ projects will get you excited about the many ways you can use wire in your jewelry projects. After learning the ins and outs of working with wire, you’ll learn various techniques for wrapping, twisting, coiling and more to make beautiful bracelets, earrings, necklaces, pendants, and rings. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. 

593710X THE ART OF TATTING JEWELRY: Exquisite Lace and Bead Designs. By Lora S. Irwin. Tattting is an accessible and thriving craft that is perfect for creating beautiful necklaces, pendants, bracelets, and earrings. This guide contains a diverse range of exquisite jewelry projects to create and inspire, each accompanied by diagrams. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95. 

5777592 WIRE-Wrapped JEWELRY TECHNIQUES: Tools and Inspiration for Creating Your Own Fashionable Jewelry. By Lora S. Irwin. A little wire, a few simple tools, and some brightly colored beads are all you need to start creating your own fashion jewelry. Discover 30 expert wire wrapping techniques in this comprehensive guide. Also features eight step by step projects for stunning necklaces, pendants, bracelets, hairpins, and earrings. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95. 

2782663 KUMIHIMO WIREWORK MADE EASY. By Sherry Serafini. Traditional Japanese cord braiding gets a modern twist in this guide. Serafini shows you how to create contemporary braided wire jewelry—necklaces, earrings, bracelets, and more—using this timeless technique and a readily available kumihimo disk. Projects leverage three to five cords to create intricate designs. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

3575896 WIRE BEAUTIFUL: 10+ Jewelry Projects to Hammer, Coil, Spiral and Twist. By Heidi Boyd. These 10+ projects will get you excited about the many ways you can use wire in your jewelry projects. After learning the ins and outs of working with wire, you’ll learn various techniques for wrapping, twisting, coiling and more to make beautiful bracelets, earrings, necklaces, pendants, and rings. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. 

6912567 CREATIVE LEATHER JEWELRY: 21 Stylish Projects That Make a Statement. By Christina Anton. With an array of necklaces, bracelets, and earring projects, this project collection shows how truly modern leather jewelry can be. Whether you’re a beginner or are looking to venture into a new jewelry genre, you’ll find lots of creative techniques to explore. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

6907799 DIY WRAP BRACELETS. By Keiko Sakamoto. With step-by-step tutorials and detailed diagrams you’ll be making beautiful wrap bracelets in no time. Includes techniques like wrapping, twisting, beading, and macrame that combine to make gorgeous, quick designs in a variety of styles. Designs also include coordinating necklaces, earrings and brooches, using materials such as leather, gemstones, and buttons. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.

5970534 SENSATIONAL BEAD EMBROIDERY: 25 Inspiring Jewelry Projects. Sherry Serafini’s headline jewelry is widely admired for its rich, lavish surfaces of bead embroidery, often complemented by found objects in focus. In this guide, she covers all the fundamentals of her accessible craft, getting you started with a bevy of beautifully textured projects. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Lark. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

5985513 CREATIVE WAX CARVING. By Emi Ohsako. This guide will help you understand how models are created for jewelry production lines and explore creative wax carving. Describes the essential tools and materials, and teaches the fundamental carving techniques. Includes a wide range of projects. Fully illus. in color. 134 pages. Lark. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

6927863 CREATIVE WAX CARVING. By Emi Ohsako. This guide will help you understand how models are created for jewelry production lines and explore creative wax carving. Describes the essential tools and materials, and teaches the fundamental carving techniques. Includes a wide range of projects. Fully illus. in color. 134 pages. Lark. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

6697585 MAKING METAL BRACELET AND BRACELET MATERIALS & TOOLS. By Lora S. Irwin. Following step-by-step instructions, you will learn several techniques for etching brass, copper, and silver. Includes project ideas for bracelets and bracelets of all shapes and sizes. Features fourteen projects that include bracelets, necklaces, earrings, rings and more that incorporate beads, wirework, fabric, ribbon, photos, and soldering into your jewelry. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. 

658716X CREATIVE WIRE JEWELRY. By Ariella Nachshon. Projects you’ll love making and wearing. Detailed step-by-step instructions and photographs will guide you through forty creative wire jewelry designs. Skill levels from easy to challenging, you’ll be creating beautiful rings, necklaces, bracelets, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth&Spring. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95.

*Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95
Jewelry Making

6775934 PEWTER JEWELLERY: Twenty to Make. By Sandy Griffiths. Sandy shares her original ideas for a range of pewter jewelry, including brooches, bracelets, necklaces and earrings. Make them for yourself or give as a gift. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

★ 6883819 THE BIG BOOK OF JEWELRY MAKING: 75 Projects to Create. Projects range from quirky to stylish, offering clear instructions and an illustrated, easy-to-follow techniques section. Projects include earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and more, incorporating wirework, beading, and polymer clay techniques. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


6730957 SUPER SIMPLE JEWELRY: Threads Selects. By Kolabarra. Offers eleven clever and unique projects that have a boutique look and can be made in thirty minutes or less with the step by step instructions. Includes a jewelry making primer. Well illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95 $2.95

6817076 75 CHINESE, CELTIC, & ORNAMENTAL KNOTS. By L. Williams & E. Mann. Clear diagrams are teamed with step-by-step instructions to make tying each knot simple. A selection of projects allows readers to create beautiful and original jewelry. Combine ornamental knots with beads for a modern look, or choose a more traditional style with entirely new designs. In color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s Press Import. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


5993709 TURNING WOODEN JEWELRY. By Judy Ditmer. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $2.95

Fabric & Textile Arts

5718260 LEATHERCRAFTED: A Simple Guide to Creating Unconventional Leather Goods. By Caitlin Mcnamara Sullivan. With a focus on trendy embellishments and detailed instruction, this guide teaches readers how to cut, punch, sew, and rivet leather into one of a kind accessories. Start small with a simple keychain, then build up to a belt, a wallet, a phone case, a messenger bag, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95


280168X IT’S A SMALL WORLD FELTED FRIENDS. By Sachiko Susa. This collection will have you traveling around the world with these adorable felted creations. Instructions for each project gives you directions on how to make the basic shapes and blend them seamlessly. A special step by step section shows you how easy even the most complex looking piece can be. Fully illus., many in color. 80 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 SOLD OUT

2791609 FAST, FUN & EASY FABRIC POSTCARDS: Keepsakes You Can Make & Mail. By Franke Kohler. Using stiff interfacing and your imagination you can create original artwork your friends and family will treasure forever. Add machine or hand embroidery, photo printing, collage, special fibers, and more to make 6" cards and make unforgettable works of art! Well illus. in color. 48 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

2809095 MODERN WEAVING. By Laura Strutt. The perfect guide to weaving for beginners—the basic techniques are explained, and you can even learn how to make your own loom. Each project includes loom charts and clear, illustrated, step by step instructions to help you on your way. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

6681773 CONTEMPORARY DYECRAFT. By Melanie Brummer. A practical guide to dying fabrics and ready-made garments to create personalized clothing and accessories, offering more than 50 projects from casual to sophisticated. Includes clear step by step instructions and Brummer’s handy tips along with simple techniques graded according to level of difficulty. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4817894 CREATIVE NEEDLE FELTING: Wool Art with a Painterly Style. By Lynda Slade. A complete guide to wool needle felting with a painterly style. Includes valuable tips and techniques with step by step instructions for everyone from the beginner to the experienced needle felter for four stunning projects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. All American Crafts. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

2789019 ONE-SHUTTLE TAFFETTING. By Lindsay Rogers. This easy to use guide shows you what can be achieved using just one shuttle of thread, a crochet hook and, perhaps a few beads. Perfect for beginners to this intricate traditional craft. Teaches you how to make stunning pieces using simple techniques. Choose from a variety of basic patterns. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Craftsman. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 SOLD OUT

6567258 CREATING RIBBON FLOWERS. By T. Wright & N. Kniel. Master the art of ribbon flowers in this collection of step by step projects. With only a few yards of ribbon, you can make the perfect embellishment for any garment, home decor item, wedding party and more! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. KP Craft. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

6802206 50 RIBBON ROSETTES AND BOWS TO MAKE. By Deanna Mc Cool. More than 50 decorative ribbon projects—some classic, some whimsical, some elegant—will prove irresistible for anyone with an interest in craft. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Thomas & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95
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**6875890** INVENTIVE WEAVING ON A LITTLE LOOM: Discover the Full Potential of the Rigid-Heddle Loom for Beginners and Beyond. By Syne Mitchell. These rigid-heddle looms provide all weavers, novice and expert alike, with endless possibilities. This essential guide explores all the capabilities of these table-top tools, covering all the basics and offering an in-depth tour of weaving techniques. Well illustrated in color. 128 pages. Design Originals. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**6590659** EARTH BASKETRY, SECOND EDITION: Weaving Containers with Nature’s Materials. By Orsma Gallinger Tod. First published in 1933. For beginners, nature lovers, and expert weavers alike, you will learn how to create traditional baskets, mats, bird houses, and more using natural materials found in the woods and fields such as feathers, roots, fruits, nuts, grasses, vines, shoots, willow, pine needles, bark, spints and more. Illus., some color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6892118** NATURAL DYEING WITH PLANTS: Glorious Colors from Roots, Leaves & Flowers. F. Eber & R. Hennemann. The fascinating story of how colors from plants can be easily transferred to wool, silk, or other materials. Detailed instructions help you learn what you need to know about materials, preparation of fibers, dye sources, and different dyeing methods. More than 40 source plants are described, with specific instructions. Well illustrated in color. 152 pages. Schiffer.

**6879616** D. PORTHAULT: The Art of Luxury Linens. By Brian D. Coleman, photos by F. Eber & R. Hennemann. The fascinating story of how colors from plants can be easily transferred to wool, silk, or other materials. Detailed instructions help you learn what you need to know about materials, preparation of fibers, dye sources, and different dyeing methods. More than 40 source plants are described, with specific instructions. Well illustrated in color. 152 pages. Schiffer.

**6879351** WEAVING PATTERNED BANDS: How to Create and Design Patterned Bands for All Your Projects. By Suzanne McNeill. Teaches all of the most popular tie-dye techniques including ice dyeing, crumble dyeing, resist, and Shibori, and offers an array of stylish step by step projects that go beyond T-shirts to include pants, dresses, socks, caps, and more. Fully illustrated in color. 226 pages. Design Originals. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**6877667** NATURAL COLORS COOKBOOK. By Maggie Pate. From selecting among types of natural fibers to mordant and scouring baths, this introduction to hand dying covers everything beginners need to know to create a colorful custom palette of textiles. Pate includes simple DIY projects for using your dyes, safety tips and precautions, and advice for altering hues. Well illustrated in color. 160 pages. Design Originals. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6774398** SLING BRAIDING TRADITIONS AND TECHNIQUES: From Peru, Bolivia and Brazil. By T. N. Flynn & R. Owen. Provides a comprehensive guide featuring dozens of full-color images of slings from various cultures, both ancient and contemporary. Offers 50 designs from 8 to 32 strands, on a brading card or with a brading and stand and bobbins. Includes step by step directions for authentic Andean-style slings and braided slings. Illustrations in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6855423** STITCH AND STRUCTURE: Design and Technique in Two- and Three-Dimensional Textiles. By Jean Draper. A fresh and unique approach to two and three dimensional textile art, this is an essential guide for the beginning student looking to expand their knowledge when using stitch. Diagrams, drawings and easy-to-follow instructions take the reader through each technique. This volume opens up endless possibilities for exploration and structure. 128 pages. Design Originals. 8½x11. Import. Pub. at $29.95

**2878250** FAVORITE SCANDINAVIAN PROJECTS TO WEAVE: 45 Stylish Designs for the Modern Home. By Tina Ignell. What could be more wonderful than surrounding yourself with gorgeous handmade textiles? Weaving them yourself! Inside find 45 unique projects, developed by professional weavers, and especially chosen for this collection. Includes step by step instructions, and color photographs. 128 pages. Design Originals. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**6895417** STASH HAPPY FELT: 30 Fun Projects for Felts (and Fabric) Lovers. By Amanda Fassett. Don’t let any of your fabulous, fuzzy felt in your stash languish unused and forgotten. Make the most of what you have with the 30 creative sewing projects in this volume. You’ll find a fantastically fun variety of designs, from great gifts to beautiful decorative items for your home. Fully illustrated in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**673902** EASY TO GROW FLOWERS: Wild Flowers. By Althea Finlay. For beginners, nature lovers, and expert weavers alike, you will learn how to create traditional baskets, mats, bird houses, and more using natural materials found in the woods and fields such as feathers, roots, fruits, nuts, grasses, vines, shoots, willow, pine needles, bark, spints and more. Illus., some color. 168 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**6876658** WELCOME HOME KAFFE FASSETT. Ed. by Doris Brunnette. Fully illustrated, in color. 128 pages. Lander Publishing. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


**2805484** LINGERIE: Two Centuries of Luscious Design. By Norma Shepherd. From corsets to negligees to bra tops, hundreds of fascinating garments are shown in over 500 color photographs that reflect ever changing social factors. Includes a full glossary, value guide, and index. 176 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6873367** CLANS AND TARTRANS: Traditional Scottish Tartans. Focuses on the history of the world famous Scottish tartan. Contents include over 100 clan tartans, all with tartan, crest, motto and Gaelic clan name; the history of tartan and how it plays its part in the traditional dress; detailed clans and family names listing. Well illustrated, in color. 221 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $33.95

**2825775** HANDBAGS: The Making of a Museum. By Judith Clark. The history of the handbag--its design, how it has been made, used and worn--reveals something essential about women’s lives lived over the last 500 years. This stunning collection, dated from the 16th century to the present day, has been acquired for exhibition in the first museum devoted to the handbag, in Seoul, South Korea. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $55.00

**673902** EASY TO GROW FLOWERS: Wild Flowers. By Althea Finlay. For beginners, nature lovers, and expert weavers alike, you will learn how to create traditional baskets, mats, bird houses, and more using natural materials found in the woods and fields such as feathers, roots, fruits, nuts, grasses, vines, shoots, willow, pine needles, bark, spints and more. Illus., some color. 168 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
FASHION & COSTUME

6801978 CREATIVE FASHION DRAWING: A Complete Guide to Design and Illustration Styles. By N. Chapman & J. Cheek. Whether you are a serious student who wants to add to your work or someone who simply enjoys the creative process, this inspirational yet practical guide will take your work to another level. Includes sections on templates and illustrations, hats, and accessories and clothing design. Fully illustrated in color. 100 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

6972918 FOCUS: The Secret, Sexy, Sometimes Sordid World of Fashion Photographers. By Michael Gross. This rollicking account of fashion photography’s golden age brings to life the wild genius, ego, passion, and antics of the men (and a few women) behind the camera. Fashion & Costume Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

2803011 SWITCHED ON: Women Who Revolutionized Style in the ‘60s. By David Wills. Transports readers to a time of looming social upheaval, when a cadre of energetic, creative, and forward-thinking women (and men) explored undiscovered fashion terrain and painted the backdrop for a formative decade. In fascinating, lavishly illustrated profiles, meet the designers, actresses, entertainers, photographers, models, and others who defined a decade in style. Over 250 photos, many color. 255 pages. Weldon Owen. 9x11¼. Pub. at $40.00. $16.95

6915477 VOGUE ON RALPH LAUREN. By Kathleen Baird-Murray. As his tailored jackets, cashmere crewnecks, and Oxford shirts, well illus., most in color. 498 pages. In UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

6984517 INTIMATE DRESS: Women and Fashion from the Age of Louis XIV to the Present. By Valery Vermand. Featuring a Marilyn figure and 31 costumes from numerous films, more lasting than her presence. This book features the Marilyn figure and 31 costumes from numerous films. Fully illustrated in color. 288 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Sold Out

6675684 GLAMOROUS STARS OF THE FORTIES PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. Eight of the most glamorous film stars of the 1940s, a decade when movie glamour was at its peak, are featured in interchangeable costumes from their best films. Actresses include Hedy Lamarr, Dorothy Lamour, Veronica Lake, Lana Turner, and Gene Tierney. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $5.95

691974 A PERFECT FIT: The Garment Industry and American Jewry, 1860-1960. Ed. by G.M. Goldstein & E.E. Greenberg. Scholars from varied backgrounds consider the role of American Jews in creating, developing, and furthering the national garment industry, from the Civil War forward. This study provides a fascinating view of American society, culture, and industrialization, along with essays that revolve around the garment industry and fashion. 236 pages. Texas Tech UP. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. $9.95

5950004 COSTUME: Performing Identities Through Dress. By Pravina Shukla. Self-consciously set apart from everyday dress, costume marks the divide between ordinary and extraordinary settings and enables the wearer to project a different self or identity that is not expressed through daily dress. Shukla explores what it means for people around the world to put on special clothing. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $25.00. $17.95

6878553 ERTE FASHION PAPER DOLLS OF THE TWENTIES. Six sophisticated fashion paper dolls accompany the fabulous designs of the celebrated theatrical designer and fashion paper doll designer Erte. This panoramic of early twentieth-century costume includes 43 outfits that incorporate gowns, coats, hats and accessories for every season. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $5.95

6754398 MASTER TAILOR: The Career of Horace Sharp. From Bronx-born time maker to foremost U.S. designer of men’s clothing, Horace Sharp was the consummate modern clothier who conceptualized and realized a total model for the study of body art, decoration of the body. Illus., some in color. 316 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $5.95

5676517 BEAUTIES: Sea Sirens, Sun Goddesses, and the Art of the Body in Modern India. By Pravina Shukla. Based on fieldwork conducted primarily in the city of Banaras, India, the author conceptualizes and realizes a total model for the study of body art, understood as all aesthetic modifications and supplementations to the body, from the buying and assembling of materials to the actual decoration of the body. Illus., some in color. 498 pages. In UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00. $7.95


964228 MARILYN MONROE PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. Marilyn Monroe, like Garbo, projected a quality greater than her films, more lasting than her presence. This book features a Marilyn figure and 31 costumes from numerous films. Fully illustrated in color. 24 of her films, from Ladies of the Chorus (1948) to Something’s Got to Give (1963), which was never completed. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Sold Out

6883451 A COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO CHINESE DRESS ACCESSORIES. By Valerie M. Garrett. Here is a complete guide to Chinese dress accessories worn during the Qing dynasty and up to the middle of the 20th century. Covers headdress, jewelry, collars, xia pai, doughu, hand fans and fans, footgear, and home furnishings. Includes color plates. 136 pages. Times Editions. Import. Pub. at $55.00. $14.95

7606537 TITANIC STYLE: Dress and Fashion on the Voyage. By Grace Evans. Explores the world of fashion and dress at the time of the RMS Titanic’s infamous voyage. With stunning illustrations and informed analysis, it takes readers through the wardrobes of the passengers and crew of all classes and ages, from the most intimate undergarments to the grandest overcoats. Well illus., some in color. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95
188551 ALPHABET STENCIL BOOK: Letters & Numbers for All Craft & Design Projects. By Camille Wilkinson. Lettering is at your fingertips with this collection of 24 stencil fonts that can be used for any craft or design project. Choose from a classic serif font to a blocky sans serif, to a flowing Gothic, an elegant Art Deco font, and more. The hardy craft card stencils can be used several times. Batford. 10x10½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

6951775 CUT & ASSEMBLE HAUNTED HOUSE: Easy-To-Make Paper Model. By Matt Berners-Armstrong. Envision an eerie world with this cut and assemble model, which allows you to see both sides of a haunted house, one side the exterior wall and the other side a busy interior with a variety of rooms. Includes instructions. Fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

7393415 ORIGAMI CARD CRAFT: 30 Clever Cards and Envelopes to Fold. By Karen Elaine Thomas. Impress your friends with origami-inspired cards, boxes, and envelopes that pop up, fan out, and even hold secret messages. With a few basic techniques under your belt and that endless resource that is the dazzling cards you can create simply and quickly. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

5749115 BEAUTIFUL PAPER CUTTING: 30 Creative Projects for Cards, Gifts, Decor, and Jewelry. By Lark Crafts. This fun craft is easy to learn and requires only a few inexpensive supplies. Here, a group of creative paper designers shows you how to make a mix of appealing projects for celebrations, gift giving, home decoration, and jewelry. Fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

598956X I HEART ORIGAMI. By Catter & D. Woodruff. Kids love getting creative--and they really heart origami! A bird, a bunny, a box, a flower, and even an adorable pig: this guide has all kinds of fun origami projects children can make! It comes complete with 200 pieces of colorful, patterned paper to fold and easy-to-follow instructions. Color photos. 128 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


6868152 WIND POWER: 20 Projects to Make with Paper. By Clive Dobson. Provides both a basic scientific understanding of wind power, as well as 20 creative and unique projects designed to demonstrate and harness the power of moving air. Includes step-by-step drawings and instructions for creating windmills, wind turbines and wind catchers. 144 pages. Firefly. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


5885388 PAPER BIRDS: 25 Projects to Color and Fold. By Hiroshi Hayashi. Designed to appeal to projects for every skill level, from an easy to make Toucan, to a more challenging Bald Eagle. The simple step by step instructions will show you how to use a combination of paper folding and cutting techniques to create birds that are three-dimensional and full of expressive details. Fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

587172 ANEELA’S BIG BOOK OF POP OUT BOXES. By Aneela Hoey. Contains 30 adorable pop out boxes, plus 38 cards, tags, and bookmarks. Ready to cut, fold and cut, these projects have all the elements needed. Every box has two sides: one side with full-color fabric designs by Aneela Hoey, and one side that’s blank-and-white for you to color, or blank to decorate with your own designs. Fully illus. in color. Fun Stitch Studio. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

6603378 THE NEW PAPER QUILLING. By Molly Smith Christensen. Offers thirty charming projects from elegant home accessories to eye-catching scrapbook and greeting card embellishments, all decorated with paper quilling. Includes complete instruction—starting with the basics before moving on to the next level. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Lark. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


6917615 DOCTOR WHO PAPER DOLLS. By S. Guerrer & C. Dee. Take a romp through time and space with 26 detailed paper dolls. All 12 Doctors are featured, as well as characters from Rose and Donna, Missy and Bill and The Cybermen and Daleks! Includes secrets behind the costumes, insights from the actors and producers, and even tips for cosplay. Fully illus. in color. 61 pages. HarperDesign. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

65. ORIGAMI ODYSSEY: A Journey to the Edge of Paperfolding. By Peter Engel. This magnificent work shows that origami is more than just a sum of its folds. Contains fully illustrated step by step instructions, templates, and plenty of other special occasions. Includes step by step instructions for 21 amazing origami projects and pages includes a DVD containing video explanations and instructions that are sure to inform and inspire. 143 pages. Tuttle. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

2826976 PAPER POM-POMS: 20 Creative Projects to Decorate Your Life. By Melisa Pascolau. Make easy to make and inspiring pom-pom decorations that can transform your home and garden and bring a personal touch to weddings and other special occasions. Includes step by step instructions for all 20 projects, with ideas for inspiration! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

6913148 SEASONS: Make It by Hand Paper Sculpture. By Shobhana Patel. Includes complete instructions and special sheets for two projects to create a three-dimensional work of art. Create a carousel, a mother swan and cygnets, a Japanese cherry blossom, and more. Color-in your projects first, or add colored paper to the finished piece. Fully illus. Athia. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6913024 ORIGAMI FURNITURE: Decorate the Perfect Doll’s House with 25 Stylish Projects. By Duy Nguyen. Using the traditional Japanese art form of paper folding, Nguyen shows you how to make fantastic miniature furniture and accessories. Illustrated instructions show the folding sequences for paper projects such as a sofa, bookcase, computer, van, bed, television, lamp, bathtub, and more. 136 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


5904334 ANEELA’S BIG BOOK OF POP OUT BOXES. By Aneela Hoey. Contains 30 adorable pop out boxes, plus 38 cards, tags, and bookmarks. Ready to cut, fold and cut, these projects have all the elements needed. Every box has two sides: one side with full-color fabric designs by Aneela Hoey, and one side that’s blank-and-white for you to color, or blank to decorate with your own designs. Fully illus. in color. Fun Stitch Studio. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
6876803 TOMOKO FUSE’S ORIGAMI BOXES. Shows you how to create boxes of all shapes, in any kind of paper that strikes your fancy. With this guide you’ll learn to make simple flat boxes; pyramid shaped boxes; modular box tops; window topped boxes; easy liners for boxes of all shapes, and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8 1/8 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
$9.95

2801774 LAFOSSE & ALEXANDER’S ESSENTIAL BOOK OF ORIGAMI: The Complete Guide for Everyone. By M.G. LaFosse & R.L. Alexander. This comprehensive guide contains 16 step by step lessons. No matter your level of expertise, you will progress through these lessons with confidence, thanks to the clear instructions and diagrams. You’ll find additional insights by watching the accompanying video lessons in the included DVD. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8 1/8 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
$4.95

2801736 LAFOSSE & ALEXANDER’S ESSENTIAL BOOK OF ORIGAMI: The Complete Guide for Everyone. By M.G. LaFosse & R.L. Alexander. This comprehensive guide contains 16 step by step lessons. No matter your level of expertise, you will progress through these lessons with confidence, thanks to the clear instructions and diagrams. You’ll find additional insights by watching the accompanying video lessons in the included DVD. 96 pages. Tuttle. 8 1/8 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
$4.95

*5851076 JAPANESE ORIGAMI PAPER PACK. Features over 250 sheets of beautiful origami paper in 16 traditional Japanese patterns, with black and white patterns to color and fold. Includes basic folding instructions, hints, and it folds a crane and a box. Sterling. Paperbound. At $9.95
$7.95

6891518 HANDMADE HOUSEPLANTS: Remarkably Realistic Plants You Can Make with Paper. By Conie Beth Hogg. Part nature, part art, and all style, these chic paper plants will brighten any corner of your home. The author helps you create thirty gorgeous paper plants. Each project includes patterns, fully illustrated step by step instructions, and suggestions for where and how to use them. 300 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95

6954480 PAPER CREATIONS! TRADITIONAL JAPANESE ORIGAMI: Everything You Need to Get Started. By Nick Robinson. Fun to give and receive, this unique illustrated pack contains everything you need to get started in this versatile and popular craft. A 120 sheet selection of decorative papers are beautifully presented together with a step by step guide to making more than 20 origami creations. 64 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
$9.95

$7.95

6805965 STAR WARS: 36 Amazing Paper-Folding Projects from a Galaxy Far, Far Away... By Xiaoye Chen. Ultimate Guide to Folding Star Wars Stars meets the joy of origami: here is everything you need to create a galaxy of Star Wars characters, ships, droids, and weapons. Complete step by step instructions as well as an introduction to origami definitions, symbols and basic folds. Fully illus. in color. 260 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
$12.95

6939805 3D ORIGAMI FUN! By Stephanie Martyn. Shows you how to up your paper-folding game with 25 spectacular projects. From cupcakes to butterflies to sea turtles, each page features detailed explanations and step by step instructions for creating eye-catching 3D origami sculptures using basic folds and origami pieces. 110 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
$9.95

2779013 THE TOILET ROLL ACTIVITY BOOK: Over 30 Wonderful Things to Create. By Lauren Farmsworth. Transform ordinary toilet rolls into extraordinary projects with this fun guide. From racing cars and rockets to cute owls and woolly sheep, you just need a few basic materials and the step by step instructions included here. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $12.99
$9.95
Papercrafts

★ 6678017 PIN-UP GIRLS OF WORLD WAR II PAPER DOLLS. By Tom Tierney. They’re the beautiful “bombshells” that soldiers adorned and decorated their barracks during WWII. The stars include Rita Hayworth, Lana Turner, Susan Hayward, Veronica Lake, Ginger Rogers, and other 1940s celebrities. Fully illus. in color. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

SOLD OUT

★ 6678378 BETTIE PAGE PAPER DOLLS. By Bruce Patrick Jones. Queen of the 50s pinups, the notorious Bettie Page’s provocative style inspired hundreds of look-alikes as well as an enduring cult following. This playful collection features 14 fantasy figures and a fabulous array of costumes for the cunouske model, including swimwear, lingerie, and more. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

★ 5928397 IDEAS FOR CARDMAKERS: Over 50 Templates and Hundreds of Variations. By Fransie Snyman. Filled with ideas for cardmakers of all levels, this fabulous collection of templates will simplify the process of creating beautiful cards. Includes over 50 templates and numerous examples of exquisite cards made using each one. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6864449 MIXED MEDIA MASTERPIECES WITH JENNY BRYANT & A. Nieradka. This thorough guide will help you create vibrant art journals and unique mixed media pieces that will reflect your artistic vision and personality. Projects include an art journal page dedicated to your favorite place, mini faux doughnuts to display in your kitchen, and a graffiti-style portrait of a retro pinup girl. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

★ 6728879 FAITHFUL PAPERCRAFTING: Note Cards, Gift Tags, Scrapbook Paper & More to Share the Blessing. By Robin Pickens. You’ll find everything you need to make uplifting and inspiring crafts. Includes 50 faith based greeting cards, 16 affirmative gift tags, 18 thoughtful mini cards, 6 inspirational bookmarks, envelope templates, frameable art, and sunning scrapbook paper. A wonderful resource for everyone who crafts who walks in faith. Fully illus., in color. 80 pages. Design Originals. 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

★ 2803623 ORIGAMI OCEAN FRIENDS: 35 Water-Based Favorites to Fold in an Instant. By Mari Ono. Enjoy this awesome collection of 35 ocean dwellers and seaside creatures, with step by step instructions and detailed color photos to help you create them. Also included are fifty specially designed pieces of origami paper, so you can start making your first cute creature right away. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6904777 THE SIMPLE ART OF ORIGAMI: 24 Unique Oriental Projects. By Mari Ono. With tips and variations throughout, this is the guide that will show you how to create truly authentic Japanese papercrafts using the best papers from the modern East. Also included are 50 pieces of origami paper, 64 step-by-step instructions, and 96 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


★ 280817X BOUND: 15 Beautiful Bookbinding Projects. By Rachel Hazell. An accessible collection of creative bookbinding projects using different techniques for cutting and folding as well as stitches such as ladder, slits in pages, and more. So whether you’ve already tried your hand at this craft or are a complete beginner, Hazell will inspire you to explore the many possibilities of book art.


★ 6760635 THE ART OF POP-UP: The Magical World of Three-Dimensional Books. By Jean-Charles Trebbi. This beautiful volume presents a selection of both classic works, and contemporary designers and artists, who have appropriated traditional techniques to revitalize this world of art with their astonishing creations. Fully illus. in color.


★ 2781433 HOW TO MAKE PAPER DINOSAURS: 25 Awesome Creatures to Fold in an Instant. By M. Ono & H. Caralez. Fold your way through the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous periods with these amazing origami dinosaurs. There are 25 creatures to fold, ranging from the Tyranosaurus Rex to the swimming Plesiosaurus and the flying Icaronycteris. Includes simple step by step instructions and 50 pieces of specially designed origami paper. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

★ 2771452 EXTRAORDINARY ORIGAMI: 20 Projects from Contemporary North American Masters. Ed. by Marc Kirschenbaum. Discover how to create 20 outstanding origami sculptures that include frogs, birds, butterflies, pandas, and more. Step by step folding sequences, specific instructions, and vivid color photographs are provided for each project. Each masterpiece includes a QR code linking to a video tutorial with the artist. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99


★ 6836280 PETS! Fun Origami for Children. By Mari Ono. Features all the origami paper you need to make 12 pet-tastic projects like rabbits, dogs, cats, and more to come. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. RYLAND Peters & Small. 10x8¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

★ 6995285 MOMMY-GAMI: Over 20 Family Friendly Origami Projects Plus Alphabet Letters. By C. Kiew & S. Seinstein. Contains 25 pet-themed origami models of things to make, wear and play with, plus an entire alphabet, and comes with plenty of colorful paper to fold with. Also included are instructions for several additional projects showing ways to take your creativity to the next level. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 68870X RUBBER STAMPING. By Stephen Fowler. From creating typelaces and repeat patterns to collaborating on mail art and artists books, to decorating fabric, Fowler brings you over forty exciting project making projects full of imaginative techniques for rubber stamping. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Laurence King. 9x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

★ 6884068 MAKING MECHANICAL CARDS: 25 Paper-Engineered Designs. By Sheila Starrock. Even beginners can learn how to make cards with working mechanisms, such as pop-ups and pull tabs, and experienced card makers can refine their skills and make the more advanced mechanisms. Difficulty ratings will help you gauge your progress as you work through all these amazing projects. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Guild. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 6655491 WONDERS OF THE WORLD: 5 Models to Build & Display. By Keith Finch. Comes with five pop out papercraft projects. You’ll get hands-on as you build highly detailed reconstructions of the greatest monuments of the architectural world has ever seen. Spend an afternoon with the easy-to-understand instructions recreating the Sydney Opera House, the Eiffel Tower, and the Colosseum and more.

Fully illus., in color. Chartwell. 8¼x11½. Import. Pub. at $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/663
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Fully illustrated, personal selection of over 50 scripts and typefaces, it
8½x11. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $7.95

Calligraphy

*6855261 HOW TO DRAW CREATIVE HAND-DRAWN LETTERING. By Mark Bergin. This comprehensive guide makes learning hand lettering easy and beautiful. Shows you how to create a variety of stylish, personal typefaces. It goes through all the tools, and explains essential concepts. Step-by-step instructions help you master hand lettering. Fully illus., some in color. 30 pages. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

*6858724 THE BOOK OF ORNAMENTAL ALPHABETS: Ancient and Mediaeval. By F.G. Delamotte. First published in 1858, this work was an immediate hit, and a huge influence on generations of designers in every medium. An idiosyncratic, personal selection of over 50 scripts and typefaces, it remains guaranteed to inspire anyone with an interest in letters from designers and artists to tattooists and calligraphers. ILTEX Resources. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY: Standard Script for Beginners. By Qu Lei Lei. Calligraphy, the creation of the written characters on paper with brush and ink, has traditionally been revered as one of the highest forms of Chinese art. Building on his own experience of running workshops and demonstrations for beginners, Qu Lei Lei has distilled the basics into an easy to follow, teach yourself guide. Fully illus. 32 pages. Medix. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $2.95 $2.45

**5766702 SPENCERIAN HANDWRITING: The Complete Collection of Theory and Practical Workbooks for Perfect Cursive and Hand Lettering. By Platts Roger Spencer. Easy to understand yet challenging to perfect, this Spencerian system was the standard for all personal and business correspondence in the 1800s. With the step by step instructions included, you can even teach yourself Spencerian handwritten letters and notes reminiscent of simpler, more elegant times. Fully illus. 173 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6951805 A HANDWRITING MANUAL. By Alfred Fairbank. Clearly illustrated with numerous examples and diagrams, this classic introduction presents the fundamentals behind every aspect of the art of penmanship, from the necessary equipment to the best techniques. 144 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

*6732801 HAND DRAWN LETTERING: Draw Paint Print. By Max Marlborough. Want to make letters that practically leap off the page? Reach for this creative guide to drawing and painting alphabets, that will inspire you with a variety of instruments, techniques, and mediums to create captivating designs. With easy to follow step by step instructions. Fully illus. most in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


***6802621 MODERN MARK MAKING: From Classic Calligraphy to Hip Hand-Lettering. By Lisa Engebretson. Covering both traditional and cutting-edge handmade lettering tools, this accessible guide offers a modern, fankle take on this cherished craft of lettering. Each chapter features complete alphabets and samples of artwork in styles that range from classic to modern, casual to experimental. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Quarto. 9¾x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

*6773109 THE ILLUMINATED ALPHABET. Text by Patricia Seilghan. Create intricate decorated letters, and then enhance them with brilliant gilding and rich hues. With the step by step instructions for recreating twelve illuminated alphabets including Celtic, Saxon, Gothic, Romanesque, and Modern Revival. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

*778418 CALM CALLIGRAPHY: Practice Lettering to Find Inner Peace. By Mark Bergin. Written for both beginners and experienced calligraphers, this book offers step by step instructions, then refines your technique and calms your mind by copying inspirational words and phrases in a dedicated workshop section. Ease your worries, improve your concentration, and feel your spirits lift with each stroke of your pen. HarperDesign. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


SPENCERIAN PENMANSHIP PRACTICE BOOK DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. By Schin Loong. Containing the immortal phrases from The Declaration of Independence across the top of each page and plenty of practice space below, this volume is ideal for beginners and is perfect for any modern calligraphy enthusiasts. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6855245 HAND LETTERING: STEP BY STEP: Techniques and Projects to Express Yourself Creatively. By Kathy Dyson. This guide shows you everything you need to know to begin practicing this creative, artistic, and versatile art form. Includes an overview of tools and supplies, fundamental lettering techniques, twenty-two step-by-step projects, ideas for customizing your style, and lined practice pages with strokes Fully illus. in color. 145 pages. Mixed Media Resources. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

*6851643 CALLIGRAPHY STYLING: Learn the Art of Beautiful Writing. By Veronica Halim. Learn how to embellish everything from stationery to ribbons with beautifully handwritten words and letters. This detailed guide teaches you the essentials and includes 50 sophisticated styling ideas, along with eighteen step by step projects. Create exquisite artwork for any medium. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Accord. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6720722 CALLIGRAPHY WORKBOOK FOR BEGINNERS. By Maureen Peters. This basic, how-to guide for beginners covers five popular fonts or hands—Italic, Uncial, Formal, Roman, and Copperplate— that will inspire you with a variety of alphabets that practically leap off the page. Each page is filled with step by step instructions that will give you a solid foundation in the art of calligraphy. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/663 - -
Calligraphy

2808404 THE GOLDEN SECRETS OF LETTERING: Letter Design from First Sketch to Final Artwork. By Marina Flor. Learn how to train your typographic eye by studying lettering samples and the anatomy of letters, explore concepts of hierarchy, composition, and flourishes; and discover the many different ways of creating shapes with this comprehensive and beautifully illustrated guide. 168 pages.

Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $35.00. $11.95

★ 6793339 CALLIGRAPHY: A Complete Guide. By Julien Chazal. Master the beautiful and varied art of Western calligraphy with this lavishly illustrated guide. It offers all the information you need to get started, as well as techniques for the advanced artist—using color, carving letters in wood and stone, and creating abstract and ornamental designs. Fully illus. in color. 12x9. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95


★ 6877257 ARTFUL ALPHABETS: 55 Inspiring Hand Lettering Techniques and Ideas. By Joanne Sharpe. Follow the simple illustrated steps to replicate each style of the 55 hand-drawn alphabets featured in this guide. Add an artful touch to the world around you by personalizing anything from calendars and planners to wall art, art journals, cards and one-of-a-kind gifts. 144 pages. North Light. $10.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

6690992 THE ART OF WHIMSICAL LETTERING. By Joanne Sharpe. An artful instruction guide about creating stylized fonts and expressive artwork using your personal handwriting skills. Learn how to create exuberant and personalized writing styles for your artwork whether it be a journal, canvas art, or other projects that use text. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. $17.95

8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95

★ 6964079 THE ULTIMATE BRUSH LETTERING GUIDE. By Peggy Dean. This unique step by step guide teaches the basics of hand lettering, letter forms, bounce, and flourishes; and offers projects such as decorative bunting, templates for envelope decoration, and instructions for embellishing your finished lettering. Fully illus. 152 pages. Watercolor. $19.99


★ 6919855 SECRETS OF MODERN CALLIGRAPHY. By Kirsten Burke. An inspirational workbook for complete beginners to discover and master the art of calligraphy. Part how-to and part project book, the author shows you how to create your own. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Welcome. $19.99

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ 2803631 SECRETS OF BRUSH CALLIGRAPHY. By Kirsten Burke. An inspirational and creative workbook for lettering beginners and budding calligraphers to discover and master the art of brush lettering. Includes easy to follow projects, tips, tricks, and techniques; and seven removable art cards hand-lettered by the author to complete and treasure. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Welcome. $19.99

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ 2799821 WATERCOLOR LETTERING. By Jess Park. Watercolor artwork is the perfect embellishment to take your brush pen lettering to the next level. This comprehensive how to guide includes step by step instructions for basic and advanced watercolor techniques, expert tips to improve your lettering, and inspiring DIY project ideas to practice pulling it all together. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ulysses. $16.95

Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

Flowercrafts

6904041 THE FLOWER BOOK: Let the Beauty of Each Bloom Speak for Itself. By Rachel Siegfeld. A flower farmer and floral designer celebrates bloom by bloom the loveliest flowers for your home. Taking you from spring tulips to summer sweet peas and fall dahlias, she shows you how to select the best flowers, keep them fresh in your home, and display each one to celebrate its natural beauty. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x14x1/4. Pub. at $40.00. $16.95

★ 6919766 FORAGED ART: Creative Projects Using Blooms, Branches, Leaves, Stones, and Other Elements Discovered in Nature. By P Cole & L. Jonath. Includes more than 35 hands on projects using blooming branches, and other seasonal elements. With ideas for working with color, form, and texture, you will discover the joy of creating outside art by simply featuring the materials around you. Well illus. in color. 145 pages. Weldon Owen. $19.99

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ 2804441 MODERN READER ON THE CHINESE CLASSICS OF FLOWER ARRANGEMENT. By Zhang Qiande et al. This edition brings two classic works on flower arrangement together into one volume, and which show how Chinese paintings and calligraphy influenced the growth of the art of flower arrangement throughout Chinese history. Provides a theoretical framework for contemporary readers to appreciate Chinese concepts and techniques that comprise the art of traditional calligraphy. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Walter Foster. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

6753965 CALLIGRAPHY MADE EASY. By Ashley Gardner. Explore some of the basic supply you need to prepare, how to write, and then dive right into creating beautiful lettering with this comprehensive guide. Includes 30 projects to practice your skills and help you create a design of your own. Fully illus. Piccadilly. Paperback.

Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

★ 5915201 NIB + INK: A Modern Calligraphy Sketchbook. By Chiara Pernano. Discover elegant and exciting ways to develop your own unique calligraphy style with this beautiful and immersive guide. Personalize your stationery, add a flourish to your correspondence, or simply take pleasure in the practice of mindfull writing. Fully illus. 176 pages. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $11.95


Other Arts & Crafts

★ 2728370 ELEGANT MEDIEVAL IRON-ON TRANSFER PATTERNS. By Many Noble. Artists and crafters seeking unusual and distinctive motifs will enjoy the wide variety of designs in this collection of iron-on transfer patterns based on medieval art. More than 150 decorative designs include adaptations of ancient designs as well as modern designs inspired by movies and TV shows. Dover. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95. $6.95
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### Other Arts & Crafts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Binding</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6810918</td>
<td>SIMPLY GLAMOROUS: Make-up Transformations to Make You Look &amp; Feel Fabulous.</td>
<td>By Gary Cockerill</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3606058</td>
<td>INDIAN BASKET WEAVING. By the Navajo School of Indian Basketweaving.</td>
<td>First published in 1903, this guide begins with basics, techniques, choices of materials, preparation of the reed, splicing, the introduction of color, principles of design, and more. Describes a great variety of baskets and weaves from many cultures. Illus. 104 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td><strong>$6.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4690352</td>
<td>MOBILE ART: Make Your Home a Magical Place with These 35 Beautiful Hanging Decorations.</td>
<td>By Clare Youngs</td>
<td>CICO Books</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6970650</td>
<td>CRAFTER’S MARKET, 3RD EDITION. Ed. by A. Glassenberg &amp; M. Elson.</td>
<td>Whether you’re just getting started or looking to expand your business, this friendly guide will help you get to the next step in your crafting career. Features more than 1,500 craft market resources and a wide variety of crafts and inspirational articles on building your brand, customer communication and more. 381 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2814129</td>
<td>SOAPS. By Elaine Stavert. Includes over 30 original recipes, from moisturizing and soothing to exfoliating and revitalizing. Everything from a spa bar to a shaking star. Also discover how to blend your own personalized soap recipes. Illus. in color. 108 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td><strong>$4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6785972</td>
<td>THE NATURAL SOAPMAKING BOOK FOR BEGINNERS. By Kelly Cable.</td>
<td>Homemade soaps allow you to control the ingredients you use, so you can avoid the harsh chemicals found in many store-bought products. Included is a clear guide with illustrated step by step tutorials; 55 recipes; tips on mixing, shaping and using; and descriptive techniques for layering and swirls. 210 pages.</td>
<td><strong>$4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5627532</td>
<td>PINE NEEDLE BASKETRY: From Forest Floor to Finished Project. By Judy Moffit Mallow.</td>
<td>Step by step instructions for transforming beautiful pine needles into stunning coiled baskets, includes information on dyeing needles, braiding, using different stitches, and adding embellishments with beads, seeds, wood, and feathers. Color photos. 112 pages. Lark. Paperbound.</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6732828</td>
<td>HOT KNOTS: Fresh Macrame Ideas for Jewelry, Home, and Fashion. By Kat Hartmann.</td>
<td>invites the artistic medium. This wide ranging collection of creative techniques that turn simple bricks into masterpieces. Fully illus. in color. 266 pages. No Starch. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td><strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5906311</td>
<td>THE ART OF LEGO DESIGN.</td>
<td>A showcase of incredible LEGO vehicles. You’ll find strikingly detailed models of real race cars, trucks, ships, military and construction vehicles, motorcycles, and more. The models are so realistic they’re easy to mistake for the real thing. Fully illus. in color. 204 pages. No Starch. 10x8'/8. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6906303</td>
<td>THE ART OF LEGO DESIGN.</td>
<td>A showcase of incredible LEGO vehicles. You’ll find strikingly detailed models of real race cars, trucks, ships, military and construction vehicles, motorcycles, and more. The models are so realistic they’re easy to mistake for the real thing. Fully illus. in color. 204 pages. No Starch. 10x8'/8. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2802899</td>
<td>ESSENTIAL GLOW: Recipes + Tips for Using Essential Oils. By Stephanie Gerber.</td>
<td>Invite the aromatic and healing powers of your favorite herbs and botanicals into your life with this collection of over 200 recipes, crafts, and aromatherapy blends for beauty, wellness, and health. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Weldon</td>
<td><strong>$6.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280209X</td>
<td>BEAUTIFUL LEGO. By Mike Doyle.</td>
<td>A compendium of LEGO artwork that showcases a stunning array of pieces featuring incredible life-like representations of everyday objects and famous monuments to imaginative renderings of spaceships, mansions, and mythical creatures. Interviews with the artists take you inside the creative process that turns simple bricks into masterpieces. Fully illus. in color. 266 pages. No Starch. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6948367</td>
<td>BEAUTIFUL LEGO 2: Dark. By Mike Doyle.</td>
<td>Shows dark LEGO masterpieces from artists around the world. Gothic favonirs and sci-fi themes in scenes created entirely out of the simple LEGO brick. Step into a world of pure imagination. This collection will leave you marveling at every turn. Fully illus. in color. 326 pages. No Starch. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690632X</td>
<td>BEAUTIFUL LEGO. By Mike Doyle.</td>
<td>A compendium of LEGO artwork that showcases a stunning array of pieces featuring incredible life-like representations of everyday objects and famous monuments to imaginative renderings of spaceships, mansions, and mythical creatures. Interviews with the artists take you inside the creative process that turns simple bricks into masterpieces. Fully illus. in color. 266 pages. No Starch. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6810918</td>
<td>SIMPLY GLAMOROUS: Make-up Transformations to Make You Look &amp; Feel Fabulous.</td>
<td>By Gary Cockerill</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5627532</td>
<td>PINE NEEDLE BASKETRY: From Forest Floor to Finished Project. By Judy Moffit Mallow.</td>
<td>Step by step instructions for transforming beautiful pine needles into stunning coiled baskets, includes information on dyeing needles, braiding, using different stitches, and adding embellishments with beads, seeds, wood, and feathers. Color photos. 112 pages. Lark. Paperbound.</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6732828</td>
<td>HOT KNOTS: Fresh Macrame Ideas for Jewelry, Home, and Fashion. By Kat Hartmann.</td>
<td>invites the artistic medium. This wide ranging collection of creative techniques that turn simple bricks into masterpieces. Fully illus. in color. 266 pages. No Starch. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td><strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5906311</td>
<td>THE ART OF LEGO DESIGN.</td>
<td>A showcase of incredible LEGO vehicles. You’ll find strikingly detailed models of real race cars, trucks, ships, military and construction vehicles, motorcycles, and more. The models are so realistic they’re easy to mistake for the real thing. Fully illus. in color. 204 pages. No Starch. 10x8'/8. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2802899</td>
<td>ESSENTIAL GLOW: Recipes + Tips for Using Essential Oils. By Stephanie Gerber.</td>
<td>Invite the aromatic and healing powers of your favorite herbs and botanicals into your life with this collection of over 200 recipes, crafts, and aromatherapy blends for beauty, wellness, and health. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Weldon</td>
<td><strong>$6.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6908177 INCREDBLE LEGO TECHNIC: Cars, Trucks, Robots & More! By Pawel Saniel Kmic. From tanks to tow trucks, all the models showcased in this book use LEGO Technic gears, pulleys, pneumatics, and electric motors to really move. You’ll find some of the world’s best created LEGO vehicles along with design notes and breakdowns to help you understand the incredible mechanisms inside. Fully illustrated. In color. 192 pages. No Starch. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


2799123 HOW TO BUILD SPACE EXPLORERS WITH LEGO BRICKS. By Francesco Frangioja. From spacecraft to all terrain vehicles to robots, this guide includes a variety of projects for building original and creative models, with step-by-step instructions that guide you through each project from start to finish. Fully illustrated. In color. 208 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

2800817 HOW TO BUILD EASY CREATIONS WITH LEGO BRICKS. By Francesco Frangioja. From cars to robots to aliens to spacecraft, this manual includes a variety of projects for creating your own extraordinary models with step by step instructions that will guide you through each project from start to finish. Fully illustrated. In color. 208 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

6648070 JAPANESE HEAVY CRUISERS: Myoko and Takao Classes. By Steve Baier. Provides a summary of the development of the largest and most powerful Japanese cruisers of their era. Contains detailed plans of the ships and their superstructures and armament schemes; reviews of available kits and accessories; and more. Fully illustrated. 64 pages. Seafaror. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95

6693036 THE SHIP OF THE LINE: A History in Ship Models. By Brian Lavery. This work utilizes the story of evolution of this ship type, the capital ship of its day, and the epitome of British seapower during its heyday from 1650 to 1850. The supercolor photographs, including many close up and detail views, are captioned in depth. 128 pages. Naval Institute Pub. at $39.95


6688243 MACRAME FOR BEGINNERS AND BEYOND: 24 Easy Macrame Projects for Home and Garden. By A. Mullins & M. Ryan-Raisin. Starting with the knots and techniques required, this step-by-step guide will teach you through the tying sequences to 24 stylish macrame projects: a clutch purse, deck chair, choker necklace, wall hangings, and more. 128 pages. SewardSo. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

7871278 MAKE YOUR OWN SOAPS, LOTIONS, & MOISTURIZERS. By Jainaika Lakuszeit. By making your own face and body cleansers and lotions, you can mix just the right combination of ingredients. Fully illustrated step-by-step instructions are provided for each recipe, as well as advice on how to set up your kitchen lab. Try Coconut-Almond Creamy Face Wash or Chocolate almond and honey body lotion. Well illustrated. In color. 144 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


6906249 STEAMPUNK LEGO. By Guy Himber. Includes the very best original LEGO creations in the steampunk style, by builders from every corner of the globe. Sure to delight and inspire readers. Fully illustrated. In color. 192 pages. No Starch. Pub. at $29.95

6923402 HMS GANNET: Ship & Model. By William Mowll. Ship modeler and author, Mowll, describes the design and long history of Gannet before taking the reader on a detailed photographic step by step exposition of the building of his exquisite 1/48 scale model of this vessel. All the information that a ship modeler might need is included here. 128 pages. Seafaror. Import. Pub. at $39.95

6699375 MAKING WINTER: A Hygge-Inspired Guide for Surviving the Long Dark Days. By Emma Mitchell. A Danish concept all about coziness, simple pleasures, and the company of loved ones, “Hygge” is at the center of these 50 creative crafts and recipes. Ranging from gorgeous trinkets to snuggly woolens and tasty treats, they each come with step-by-step instructions and photographs. 128 pages. Lark. Pub. at $24.95

6592945 BUILDING A MINIATURE NAVY BOAT MODEL. By Philip Reid. Includes 400 color photographs depicting every stage of construction in this step by step manual for building a miniature 1:192 scale model of the Royal George of 1715. Methods of hull and deck framing, interior and external planking, the conversion of scale bricks, paints and colors of the vessel. All the information that a ship modeler might need is included here. 128 pages. Seafaror. Import. Pub. at $36.95

2792532 THE LEGO ARCHITECTURE IDEA BOOK. By Alsop. Add detail to your LEGO creations with this comprehensive collection of ideas! Use architectural elements like timber framing, arches, pediments, shingled roofs, and clapboard siding to add realism to your model. Fully illustrated. In color. 222 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x12. Pub. at $17.95


6677037 BEASTS FROM BRICKS: Amazing LEGO Designs for Animals from Around the World. By Ekow Nimako. Shares 15 designs for creating a menagerie of wild animals with LEGO bricks. Fully illustrated step-by-step instructions show how to build animals from around the world: a trumpeting African elephant; a cuddly giant panda; a diving walrus; a bushy-tailed giant anteater; and more. 144 pages. Quarry. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
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**6580637 COLOR, CUT, AND FOLD CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS.** Let your holiday spirit shine with these fun and intricately patterned ornaments. First, choose your cut, then you fold—it’s a snap! Make one-of-a-kind creations for your own enjoyment or to share with others as a special gift. Skyhorse. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99. *$3.95


**6971748 FA LA LA LA FEELT: 45 Handmade Holiday Decorations.** By Amanda Carestio. Thanks to some seriously crafty designers who’ve created 45 felt projects, it’s easy to deck halls (and your tree and your mantle) this season. Most of the projects are machine- or hand-sewn, but there are even a few no-sew designs you can whip up in a hurry. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Lark. *$9.95

**6872659 EXTREME COSTUME MAKEUP: 25 Creepy & Cool Step-by-Step Demos.** By Brian & Nick Wolfe. The world renowned special effects artists teach you how to transform everyday faces into an array of ghastly personas, from raging fire demons and disfigured zombies, to blood splattered vampires and bizarre body painting techniques. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Impact. Pap. *$9.95


**6728652 CHRISTMAS PAPERCRAFTING: Holiday Cards, Gift Tags, and More!** Inside these pages you’ll discover everything you need to enhance your holiday wishes with creative paper crafts. Includes 50 Christmas greeting cards, 16 holiday gift cards, 18 yuletide mini cards, 6 festive bookmarks, envelope templates, frameable art and seasonal scrapbook paper. All you need to send your holiday best. Fully illus., in color. 80 pages. Design Originals. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. *$7.95

**5982766 50 RIBBON ROSETTES & BOWS TO MAKE.** By Deanna Osmon McCool. Presents a collection of decorative ribbon projects--some classic, some whimsical, some elegant--that will prove irresistible to anyone with an interest in craft. Each design features instructions accompanied by step-by-step illustrations. Try projects such as a beaded Ribbon Necklace, a Woven Headband, and a Spiky Bow. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. *$9.95

**6904637 PRETTY PACKAGES: 45 Creative Gift-Wrapping Projects.** By Sally J. Shim. With techniques on how to wrap even the most oddshaped gift, ideas for creating reusable packaging, and projects that use basic materials you may already have on hand, this inspiring guide will help you make every element of your gift special. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. *$8.95
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**6861520 MINI-LATHE FOR HOME MACHINISTS.** By David Fenner. The versatile and inexpensive mini-lathe has become a best-selling item in the hobby engineering market and is often purchased as an introductory tool by beginners. This guide presents a complete course on using and improving the new generation of budget lathes. Well illus. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

**2808682 201 CROCHET MOTIFS, BLOCKS, PROJECTS, AND IDEAS.** By Melody Griffiths. Create your own stunning motifs and blocks—flowers, lace, geometric patterns, shapes, and picture blocks plus an alphabet to personalize any item. Fifty projects and ideas show how to use the motifs to create great accessories. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**6774857 BIG KNITS HOLLYWOOD STYLE: Fantasy-Inspired Chunky Knits.** By Linda Zemba Surhance. Features nine projects using chunky yarns and basic knitting techniques to get the look, feel, and warmth of the Big Screen. Complete instructions for a Sky Blue Shrug, a Ginger Tartan Tied Wrap, a Scottish Peat Poncho and more. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $1.95

**6855180 FASHION EMBROIDERY: Embroidery Techniques and Inspiration for Haute-Couture Clothing.** By Jessica Jane Pile. With simple instructions and step-by-step photography in one essential handbook, stunning customization of your own garments has never been easier. This easy to follow guide reveals the techniques used by high end fashion houses and explains how they can be applied to your own designs. 144 pages. Batford. 10x10. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

**689355 MODEL BUILDING WITH BRASS, 2ND EDITION.** By Ken Foran. Whether substituting for an existing plastic model kit part or assembly, making a master pattern for casting, or creating a complete scratch-built model, the range of brass fabrication methods and tools used are explained. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**6832768 THE ART OF HAND-LETTERING: Techniques for Mastery and Practice.** By Helen Wozkow. A commercial artist specializing in advertising leads readers from beginning to advanced skills. His extensive experience provides so many helpful suggestions and tips that even professional letterers will find useful new ideas on almost every page. Well illus. 320 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**2803720 EGG COZIES.** Ed. by Gerrie Fronce. Now you can enjoy your boiled eggs without the fear of them going cold with this collection of fun and fabulous egg cozies. Perfect for using up small stashes of yarn. Thirty designs in all. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**6750273 WOVEN SHIBORI, REVISED: The Weaver’s Studio.** By Catharine Ellis. Teaches weavers of all skill levels how to create beautiful dyed woven cloth, using environmentally friendly dyes, opening up a world of creative surface design possibilities for weavers and textile artists alike. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $3.95

**6993028 SHIP DIORAMAS.** By David Griffith. Explores themes like having small craft in attendance on the main subject, multiple model scenarios, dockyards and naval bases, and the difficulties of replicating naval combat. Also includes advanced concepts–how to create the illusion of movement, and how to manipulate perspective. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Seafarth. Import. Pub. at $44.95 $35.95
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